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The Laker softball team sees its
first action of the season at the
Chicagoland Fall Classic

Henry Louis Gates, Jr. speaks
at GVSU about his experience
creating the Encyclopedia Africana

The Intercultural Student Reception
invites students to learn about
various campus organizations
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Untitled art
hangs with a

may cause
parking

history

squeeze
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Traces of time: The unnamed fixture near
the Padnos Hall of Science draws lines in
the sand as it swings

As GV prepares for a nationally
televised game, students could
have trouble getting to class

By Shawn Zalewski
GVL News Editor

By Brandon Hubbard
Assistant News Editor

While the Grand Valley Stale University football team
prepares for its nationally televised appearance Thursday
night against Michigan Technological University,
students may be preparing for a conflict of their own —
an estimated 10,000 fans testing the Allendale Campus'
parking capacity during class hours
GVSU students with afternoon and evening classes
on Thursday may want to consider parking off-campus,
as several parking areas will be closed in order to
accommodate fans.
“The NCAA Dll has scheduled a game each Thursday
to feature its teams and gain nationally televised coverage.’*
said Marc Scharphom, assistant athletic director for event
management at GVSU.
This week. GVSU was chosen as the host team,
with the game to be aired live on CSTV, a college sports
channel owned by the CBS Corporation. This will be
the only Thursday game hosted by GVSU in the team's •
regular season.
“As soon as the Athletic Department knew about the
change in schedule, the department went to work right
away to alleviate any potential conflicts with students
attending classes,” he said.
Scharphom added that the primary concern for the
event is parking.
GVl Mint r*t ion If inn Me turds

See Parking, A2

Teachers learn from
experienced educator

0

The superintendent of
Grand Rapids Public
Schools explains the
district’s challenges

V\ic\o

By Shawn Zalewski
GVL News Editor

Grand Rapids Public Schools' newly
appointed
superintendent,
Bernard
Taylor. Jr., spoke to Grand Valley State
University College of Education students
Thursday about the issues confronting
GRPS while giving insight into his own
background.
Tkylor. who now presides over
the state’s third largest school district,
confronted the stigma that the GRPS
faces as being labeled an urban school
district. He said Grand Rapids schools
are far from the inner city system he faced
as superintendent of a Kansas City. Mo.
school district
“1 came from an urban school district”
Taylor said. 'The high schools and middle
schools here don’t have metal detectors.
The students are safe .’’
The GRPS district's issues stem from
a lack of funding from the stale. Taylor
said. The school system has a declining
enrollment, thus getting less money for
the district.
Taylor said he attributes this problem,
in part, to the school-of-choice option
available in some districts and charier
schools, noting that the charter schools do
not accept students with special needs or
if English is their second language While
the funding decreases, the demand for the
GRPS system increases, as the district
is providing for more and more special
needs students and those who do not
speak English as their primary language,
hie added.
“If we don’t do it, who willT’ Taylor

GVl / Kyi* A Mwtott
Showing support: After giving her speech. Judy Shepard receives a hug from GVSU freshman
Nikki Moisan Shepard, whose son. Matthew, was beaten and killed m a hate cr>me. spoke about
discrimination and intolerance m the Grand R.ver Room on Wednesday

OVl btK SHI
Making a point. Bernard Taylor. Jr.
superintendent of Grand Rap<ds Public
Sc booh, speaks to GVSU students who are
working toward their master's degree m
education He shared some of his plans for his
district, including the building of several new
facilities Taylor also discussed what it means
to be a good teacher, one that "energizes the
children to believe they can be successful *

said. “The parents are making sure we do
it. They are very involved and assertive ”
Since no charter school in the Grand
Rapids area provides busing. Taykir
added the opportunity for students to
attend these schools is limited to those
who can travel to a different location
Taylor said the GRPS district is mak ing
outstanding progress, with the opening off
three new facilities and nine that will soon
he built or renovated The decision was a
voter-approved bond for eight buildings,
but l^ylor said the district 's diligent work
provided enough holding for nine He
See Taylor, A2

Shepard confronts
intolerance issues
Judy Shepard shares
her hate crime
experience with a
packed GVSU audience
By Nathan Northrup
GVl. Staff Writer

Standing area only w as left in the Grand
River Room Wednesday night as the
Grand Valley Stale University community
gathered to hear Judy Shepard share her
story
The Kirkhof Onler’s Pere Marquette
Room was three-quarters full as well while
live feed was broadcast there for those who
could not fit into the packed Grand River
Room
Shepard's son. Matthew, was beaten

and killed in Laramie. Wyoming in October
1998 for being homosexual.
“Bnngmg her to Grand Valley was a
great way to start the year.” said sophomore
resident assistant Christina Billman It was
a good way to give a new perspective and
hopefully help keep our campus safe for all
residents."
Billman said Shepard's presentation
was different than what she expected
since it focused on hate crimes in general
as opposed to the events surrounding her
son's death.
Oliver Wilson, dean of the Office of
Multicultural Affairs, said Shepard was
invited to speak at GVSU because she
experienced firsthand the immense damage
that hate can cause
The most interesting portion of
Shepard's presentatKwt was die video at

See Shepard, A2

Some have called it the Padnos
Pendulum, the big ball or just the
swinging thing outside the Padnos Hall
of Science — but no matter the name,
the sphere-shaped fixture on Grand
Valley State University’s Allendale
Campus has both historical and
scientific significance.
Bystanders who look at the base of
the structure may discover its lack of a
title Created by Dale Eldres in 1973,
the plaque meant to hold the display’s
name simply describes the artwork as
“Metal Sphere with Pointer.”
Throughout the years, the scientific
display has provided a focal point and
interactive object for students to push
and — in some cases — nde on.
Jeff Ray. director of the School of
Engineering, said a pendulum is simply
an object that, once given motion, will
continue that movement until gravity
pulls it to a vertical stop. In the case
of the GVSU pendulum, friction from
the pointer touching the sand aids in
slowing it down, he added.
Before moving to its current location
in 19%. Douglas Kindschi, professor
of mathematics and philosophy, said
the pendulum had an “interesting
history.”
Chemistry professor Ross Reynolds
said the ball, or "bob.” at the end of
the cable was originally housed in the
Kirkhof Center’s main lobby, where
the paper airplane sculptures now hang,
before it was moved near Padnos.
“It was chosen for that location
because of the science and mathematics
that it demonstrates." Kindschi said.
The structure is a Foucault
pendulum, named after a French
physicist, meaning that if the pendulum
could swing for a period of hours in a
straight line, it would appear to turn, as
the Earth rotates on its axis.
Additionally, patterns created by
the pendulum are scientifically called
Lissajous figures, known to represent
complex and parabolic
shapes.
Reynolds said.
Man Me Logan, vice president for
University Relations, said the structure
was part of an Art in Public Places
exhibit in Grand Rapids more than 20
years ago. sponsored by the Michigan
Council for the Arts.
Members of the university thought it
would be at home at GVSU. Me Logan
added. Although it held a place within
the main lobby of the Kirkhof Center
for several years, it was placed in
storage at the Facilities Services
Warehouse on the north end of campus
during the construction of the Student
Services, Padnos Hall of Science and
Henry Hall buildings in 19%.
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Lecture reveals insight into the AIDS epidemic
Visiting professor
informs students
of multiple reasons
why the African
AIDS crisis exists
By Shawn Zalewski
(IVL New» Hdltor

GVl ' Shawn lairwiki
Closing remarks: Amy Patterson finishes her speech as Jacques Manqala looks on

Parking
continued from page A1

"The event causes a lot
of challenges,** said Capt.
Brandon DeHaan, assistant
director of the Department
of Public Safety.
To facilitate the mass of
people and cars, the entire
DPS staff will be present on
Thursday with much of its
student staff to help address
any conflicts that may arise,
DeHaan a&ded.
To minimize potential
campus traffic and parking
problems, football fans are
strongly encouraged utilize
the free parking and shuttles,
dropping passengers at the
Fieldhouse Arena. Shuttles
will pick up fans at the
Main Street Pub. Allendale
High School, the grass lots

adjacent to the Sleep Inn and
Peppino’s in Allendale as
well as Meijer in Standale.
Ralph’s and the Walker Fire
Department Station.
No tickets will be written
for cars parked without
permits in any Allendale
Campus
residential
lots
that day, according to DPS'
Parking/Traffic Plan posted
on Blackboard.
"The plan is to have
student traffic shift to the
commuter and residential
lots,
which
will
allow
students to still be within
a walking distance of their
classes," DeHaan said. "If
the main campus lots become
full, fans will be redirected
to the Meadows Learning
Center and the cross country
area parking spots."

Despite global concern about the
AIDS criau. one vuiUng profess**
uud internal governments wi*h«n
Africa should }jc the main forces
creating relirL
Amy
Patterson,
associate
pn>fr*or of political science at
Calvin College, spoke Wednesday
on the political impact on the
pandemic disease
“I am constantly struck by the
fact that AIDS has been a problem
for 20 yean, and yet it’s only
received senous political attention
in recent yean." Patterson said
to students and faculty gathered
in room 213/216 of the Kirkhof
Center.
DPS
will
also
use
portable roadside message
boards to provide guidance
for those driving on campus
Thursday.
“The
university
emphasizes education first,
which is why classes will
continue
as
scheduled,"
Scharphorn said. “TheGVSU
community recognizes that
this is a great opportunity
for our student athletes,
but the university has an
obligation to academics."
When asked if the addition
of tailgating and general
weekend activities could
pose a threat or impasse to
students attending classes,
DeHaan said. “We (DPS)
are anticipating a crowd
that enjoys a football game,
and my people have an

A portion ofher lecture presented
statistics from a 2006 United
Nations report on the epidemic
Annually, the disease creates
12 milium orphans, predicts a life
expectancy of less than 40 yean
and slows the growing job market
due to deaths in many countries.
Patterson said.
According to the UN AIDS
study, adults in South Africa,
although a more devekiped and
democratized nation, have an 18 8
percent HIV infection rate, while
Uganda has a 6.7 percent rate
lb combat the problem.
Patter* m presented a hypothesis
predicting what characteristics
make countries least susceptible
to the disease The* relically, she
said a name stable government, low
level of corruption, greater capacity
for health resources and non-profit
civil organizations should lessen
the spread of the AIDS vims.
However, in the case of Uganda
and South Africa, the presidents and
leading government parties make
a greater difference than internal
members of society.

Many politicians choooe not
to support the fight against AIDS.
reganlingthediseaseas'*invincihle,’'
Patterson said. As many countries
on the continent have become
increasingly democratized, with
increases in freedom and spending
on health care, “there is inconsistent
representation and accountability’'
in respect to priorities, she added
Although
many
leaders
emphasize prevention of the
disease, Patterson said many
actively provide treatment after
an individual has been infected,
because it is practical and a more
singular way to react to the crisis.
“AIDS will be with Africa for a
long time to come," Patteram said.
“We are only in the beginning of
the pandemic."
Ln response to worldwide
campaigns, such as the LIVE 8
music ctmcerts in 2005. she added
that the main source of impact may
not come from politicians, but rather
from the general public’> reaction,
which may then encourage a lobby
for change
"The event was symbolic, but it

will be successful if it mobilizes nut
just internal (African) but Western
support.’’ Patterson added The
powerful must make concerted
efforts to represent the powerless."
Hankondo Sihalwa. a OVSU
health sciences student who came
to the United Stales from Zambia in
2002, said Patterson presented her
research very well.
However. Sihalwa said he
questioned why she did nut
elaborate on some of the social
and cultural influences behind the
statistics. Other concerns, such as
famines, droughts and education,
also have similar crises that may
alter the tight on AIDS, he added
The lecture was the first of
two in the Mandela-Parks Lecture
Series, sponsored by the College
of Interdisciplinary Studies and
the African and African American
Studies Program.
Gloria Stephens Smith. Director
of African and African American
Studies
at
Michigan
State
University will speak on African
Americans and Genetics on Oct 25
at 3 p m. in the Kirkhof Center

expectation that all functions
of the event and academic
schedule will move in a
smooth and orderly flow."
Typical GVSU football
gamesaverage 7,000 students
and 3.000 ticket purchasing
fans, creating an extremely
large attendance rale for a
Division II sporting event,
Scharphorn said.
Ticket
sales
for
an
average game generate about
S3.000-4.()()(), while parking
revenues usually break even.
Scharphorn said.
For
more
information
about parking lot closures,
shuttle times and lot maps,
visit http://gvsulakers.cstv.
com. and click on the red link
marked GVSU vs. Michigan
Tech Parking Information.

Taylor

you are ‘at risk.’ We need people
who will enetgize the children to
believe that they can be successful
A good teacher is a good teacher, no
matter where you’re at."
Taylor said he commends Mayor
George Heartwell's wife. Susan,
who is executive director of the
Student Advancement Foundation, a
foundation that provides supportive
funding for GRPS. for her work.
“We have a lot of good
partnerships." Taylor added "Our
responsibility is to continuously
work to prove that we are worthy of
that support."

ttonwootf
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continued from page A1

continues
to
pnusc
the
stewardship and hard work of the
district, he said.
Taykir also spoke on what the
GRPS needs in a teacher. He said
it needs people who understand
what is required of a good teacher
He does not want teachers who
think they are out to help the
disadvantaged, he added.
"Know your stuff." he said.
"Empathize, don't sympathize.
Having one parent does not mean

Shepard
continued from page A1

the beginning, connecting the
events around Matthew's death to
that of James Bynl Jr." said Danyelle
nmmpMin. living center direettr far
Copeland laving Center "It showed
that hale ls not only a gay issue — it's
everywhere."
IXinng her presentataxi. Shepard
spoke out cm how society has become
an SIC society — silent, indifferent
and complacent
"We have been silent too kxig."
Shepurd said "We heuwne indifferent
because we fear that just one penxxi
can’t make a difference, although we
can. We also become uxnplaccnt
because we expect that some* me other
than (xxselves will stand up when it is
us who need to tell our stones."
Shepuid asked audience member,
to tell their stixies relating to acts
of intolerance and discrimination
The only way to end ignorance is to
educate the public by telling these
slincs. she said.
"No me understands fears or
experiences they never hear." Shepard
mlilwl

Shepurd also called students to act

&ranb #aUep Hantborn

—
M'.

on five majix poults, which included
registering to vote, the importance of
understanding candidates, actually
vtxing. making sureclected candidates
foUow through ixi their pnxmses and
doing an American’s civic duty
"The presentation was amazing."
GVSU senkx Chris Geriica said
"Judy's five points were well thixight
out"
Geriica said he agrees voting
is a civic duty, and one of the most
important dungs pc* pic can do is to
keep themselves informed
"Ox gcneratxxi has become an
apathetic one.” Geriica said “We
would usually rather uxnptam than
do xxnething about it."
Thump* *i added that while the
room was at capacity, she wished
everyone at GVSU could have heard
the presentatxxi because of the impact
it earned
"We hope that people will
think before they act" Wilscxi
said “We also hope that we as a
campus community will strengthen
relataxiships in regards of respect.
We hi pc that this campus can be the
vibrant community that faculty, staff
and administration expect it to be.”

>. ic' ~ '
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Shawn Zalewski, News Editor
news^lanthorn com

GVL DIGEST
News in Brief
Opportunity to moot tho
mod la at GVSU tonight
The annual Meet the Media
night will be from 6 to 8 p.m.
today in room 204 of the
Kirfchof Center.
The event provides an
opportunity for students to
network
with
journalists
from various news media
organizations.
and
to
pose questions to industry
professionals.
Media guests will include
Rachel Calderon, a reporter
and anchor for WXM1 FOX
17, Colleen Chen, a reporter
for WWMT-CBS 3. Jennifer
Pascua. a reporter and anchor
for WZZM ABC 13, Kaomi
Ooetz, a reporter for Michigan
Public Radio, Chris Lau. a
sports reporter for the Detroit
Free Press and Peg West, a
courts and crime editor for
The Grand Rapids Press.
Students are encouraged to
bring resumes, resume tapes,
clips and portfolios.

Lectures connect math to art
Professor David Austin's
presentation.
Playing
Penrose's Tile Game, will kick
off the Art of Mathematics
Lecture Series at 7 p.m. Sept
21. in the Loutit Lecture
Hall of the Padnos Hall of
Science.
The
four-part
lecture
series will cover mathematics
through
discussions
of
patterns, fractal images, the
Fibonacci sequence in nature
and mathematical expressions
in sculpture,
“There is a common
impression that mathematics
is a cold, lifeless field,"
Austin said. “The entire point
is to bring mathematics to
an audience without them
having to understand specific
knowledge about math.”
Austin said he will utilize
Penrose tilling, squares of
complex illusions, shapes
and patterns, to demonstrate
the aesthetic qualities that
math can display in its
physical form. These tiles
will be shown in photographs
of architecture, computer
programs and a game.
For
more
information
visit
http://www.gvsu.edu/
arlofmathematics.

GVSU to offer new teaching
requirement classes
A new law mandated by
the State of Michigan added
new reading requirements
for beginning teachers who
have yet to earn Professional
Certification.
To provide resources for
prospective teachers that will
satisfy the requirements of the
new law, which was passed
last spring, Grand Valley
State University's Reading/
Language
Arts
Program
created two new courses.
“The new law requires
that all teachers who will
not have their Professional
Certification by July 2007
will need to take a reading
assessment course appropriate
for their certification.” said
Nancy Patterson, chair of
the Reading/Language Arts
Program at GVSU. in a
statement.
The two courses — one
geared toward elementary
teachers and the other toward
secondary teachers — will be
offered on weekends and will
satisfy guidelines set by the
state.

Conference examines non*
profit leadership
The Dorothy A. Johnson
Center for Philanthropy and
Nonprofit
Leadership
at
Grand Valley State University
hosted a leadership conference
Friday, which brought board
members of several local
non-profit agencies to the
Loose more Auditorium on the
Pew Campus.
In addition to non-profit
leaders, faculty and students
from GVSU’s School of Public
and Nonprofit Administration
contributed to the dialogue.
The conference discussed
the importance of mission*
based service within the
community.
The keynote speaker of
the day-long event was Berit
Lakey, senior governance
consultant from BoardSource
and author of several books
on non-profit governance
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Contest provides a world perspective
Students attempt to
identify the origins
of study abroad
photos for a prize
incentive
By Michelle Hamilton
GVL Stqff Writer

For correctly identifying
the locations pictured in IS
photographs from around
the world, one Grand Valley
State University student will
win $100.
The
photographs
are
displayed in the Lake Ontario
Hall
Red
Wall
Oallery
behind a glass case. Since
the 11-by-14-inch images are
numbered, a word bank with
the corresponding 13 country
names forms the display's
center. Students must match
each photograph with the
correct country's name. The
student with the most correct
answers will be given a $100
gift card to the University
Bookstore.
After
the
contest
ends Friday, the Padnos
International Center staff will
tally scores to determine who
correctly identified the most
of the 15 photographs. If a tie
is formed, the students' names
will be put into a random
drawing. The winner's name
will be announced Sept. 29.
Every year students who
have studied abroad donate
photos from their trips to
the PIC. Last year the center
held a contest to find the best
of these photographs.
All of the photographs used
in this year's contest were
submitted by GVSU students
who recently participated in

GVl / NkoW S*rnt*<

A look outside The Red Wall Gallery in Lake Ontario Hall displays photos taken by GVSU students during their experiences studying abroad The pictures are part of a
contest sponsored by the Padnos international Center, challenging students to match the name of the country to the correct image

study abroad programs.
"I get excited every time
I walk down that corridor,
knowing that GVSU students
were in those places," said
Mark
Schaub,
executive
director of the PIC.
Schaub added he likes this
contest because it gets all
students involved, not just
those who study abroad.
During the summer, the
international center's staff
began the photo project to
help lure students into their

office. Rhea Andrews, who
has worked for the PIC for
three years, said she spent
half of her summer setting up
this contest.
Andrews
added
the
pictures were chosen based
on how well they represented
the culture of the country and
their pixel count. The high
pixel count was necessary
because the PIC wanted the
photographs to look nice
after enlargement, she said.
Andrews said about 100

entries were received as of
Sept. 14.
GVSU
junior
David
LeGault said after entering
the
Padnos
International
Center's contest, he thinks
he will be more inclined to
get more information about
studying abroad.
“It was an interesting
way to see the experiences
of other people who have
studied abroad," he said.
Tshering Bhutia, a peer
advisor for India, said the

display is more accessible
than those in past years.
PIC Office Coordinator,
Heidi Workman said the
contest is used to draw
students into the center to
learn about the opportunities
studying abroad offers.
“We want to get students
thinking on global terms,"
she said. “Once you go
and see the benefits of
studying abroad you gain
an appreciation for other
cultures, other people."

Prof exchange brings diverse educational experience
GVSU welcomes
foreign professors
while sending its
own to teach in GR
sister cities
By Brandon Hubbard
Attiatant Newt h'dilor

A packed midday audience
filled the Grund River Room in
the Kirkhof Center Thursday
as visiting professor Anna
Baldinetti delivered a lecture
titled “Islam and Politics in the
North African Maghreb."
The speech was just one
facet of Baldinetti's visit to
the United States as a guest of
the annual professor exchange
between Grand Valley State
University and the University
of Perugia.
For the past three years,
OVSU't
Political
Science
Department and the University
of Perugia — located in
one of Grand Rapids' sister
cities, Perugia. Italy — have
worked together to enhance
understanding
between
different
cultures
and
educational techniques, said
John
Constantelos,
GVSU
political science professor.
“I thought of the idea
(while) driving by the Grand
Rapids border and noticing
the list of four sister cities,"
Constantelos said. “Because I
have had an ongoing interest
in Italy, I thought to myself,
maybe that could some how
connect people from GVSU."
Each May, an interested
GVSU professor is selected to
travel to Perugia for two weeks,
while a Perugian educator
makes a similar trip to GVSU
each September.
Constantelos said his hope
is to annually include a student
who is fluent in Italian to study
for a semester or year at the
National University for Foreign
Students in Perugia
While
visiting
GVSU,
Baldinetti will attend classes to
observe teaching styles, meet
with students and faculty from
the political science department
as well as deliver a lecture to
the student body
“1 chose my subject about
North Africa, because I thought
it would be a subject that would
interest or inform." she said.
Throughout
the
lecture,
she identified the isolation
and repression of Muslims
in the North African region
and pointed out their political
attempts to assert themselves.

Buldinctti said she received
a warm welcome when arriving
at GVSU and quickly noticed
the various differences between
educational systems,
Traditionally
depending
upon specific lectures and
discussions, Italian college
institutions began reforming
two years ago to include a
broader variety of learning,
which is similar to American
styles. Baldinetti said. Another
difference she saw was a
larger
campus
community
environment.
which
is
something Italian universities
lack, she explained.
“In Italy, only a small
minority
of students
are
allowed residency at a school,"
she said.
Started by
Dwight
D.

Eisenhower in 1956, the sister
city program was developed as
a means of gaining trust and
cultural exchanges, according
to the Grand Rapids Sister
Cities International Web site.
Cities are chosen on the basis
of economic, geographical and
social similarities, as well as
their own cultural merits, said
Rina Sala Baker, chairwoman
of the Perugia Committee.
Since Perugia has been a
sister city to Grand Rapids
for 13 years, the committee is
dedicated to aiding in Italian
language studies as well as
financing student scholarships
to allow students to study in
Perugia's academic facilities.
Currently, Grand Rapids
also has sister cities in Japan.
Ghana, Poland and is working

to make a connection with
Mexico. Additionally, Sister
Cities International is piloting
a program between Chicago
and Casablanca.
Morocco,
Baker said.
“The hope is that the
Moroccan
connection
will

become
the
gateway
to
the Middle East and open
communication between normal
people,” she said. “There are
dangerous people in the world,
but when people meet face to
face, interest is sparked and
peace can be achieved."

1525 S Beacon Boulevard
Grand Haven. Ml 49417

(616) 842-4720
:v*
prate

Free Breakfast
Indoor Hot Tub and Pool
Free High-Speed Internet
Close to Downtown and Lake Michigan

Virtual Tour available online at www bestwestern com/beacomnn

We specialize in college housing and have over 50 houses
in the Greater Grand Rapids area. From Walker to East Grand Rapids to
Eastown to Kentwood we have all totally remodeled homes that FIT
today's student! Are you tired of overpriced cramped campus housing
or 100 yr. old homes with outrageous utility bills, poor parking, and etc.?

go

visrr our homes on-une and apply todayin
WWW.AMERICAN-REALTY.NET
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OPINION

EDITORIAL------------------------------------------------------

editorial#lanthof n com

EDITORIAL CARTOON

Calming the clutter
Professors should consider canceling
afternoon classes in Allendale Thursday,
: as on-campus parking restrictions may
make it difficult for students to attend
in wake of a nationally televised football
match up.
Jaj>
Ta

Game time is a chance for students, faculty and guests
to unite under a common banner of pride and support for
university athletics. This week, however, several students
will not only have to choose between school spirit and
.their studies, but may have trouble getting on campus
altogether.
Several commuter lots, including Lot C West and Lot
F East, will not permit student parking Thursday, as
.Grand Valley State University welcomes fans and crew
;from CSTV for a nationally televised home football game
Against Michigan Technological University. Although this
will undoubtedly help the team achieve well-deserved
1 recognition across the country, it puts a damper on many
students and professors* academic agendas.
In having to accommodate an excess of guests. Lot C
‘East will only be open until noon for students and staff.
'Students may park in Lot F West until noon, after which
time they will be directed to lots farther south, such as
resident parking areas. This is not only a stress to those
with commuter passes, but also to residents who must
park by their living centers that evening. The few resident
lots available, such as O, R, GVA and J, will not provide
enough spaces for both the students who live there and
students who drive to campus for class,
v. To help combat cramping and confusion, professors
should cancel afternoon and evening classes on this
occasion. While some Thursday classes only meet once a
week, it may not be worth the stress of having to catch a
special shuttle or circle campus for a parking space during
such a popularized event. Because it is the only weekday
home game during this regular season, professors will have
to deal with this issue once.
Details on parking availability can be found linked on
Blackboard’s main page or at the Laker athletic Web site,
http://gvsulakers.cstv.com. Faculty and students should
be sure to review and take note of the regulations prior to
Thursday’s game.
• Even though academics are an integral part of the
university week, students should not have to deal with
the added stress of making it to class in the restricted
conditions of this unique event.

PEW. CROCODILE TEARS
YOUR INSIGHTS------------------------------------------------------

Should classes be canceled on Thursday because
of football parking conflicts? Why or why not?

"Yes, so everyone can
attend the game to support
the football team. It's going
to make it difficult for
students to get to class'

*1 don't think they should.
They really need to put
students first. They are here
to go to classes *

'They won’t lose anything
for just the one day, so they
should close classes*

'I think they should because
of all the people around It's
not fair for those that have
classes and will have to
miss the game."

Lindsay Richmond
Junior
Medical Science

Kate Allen
Graduate Student
Physician Assistant Studies

Rajasekhar Velakurthy
Graduate Student
Mechanical Engineering

Collett Moorhouse
Freshman
Advertising
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Left turns: A Michigan mystery
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By Laura Wasilewski
•

The student-run newspaper of Grand Valley State University

GVL Stqff Whirr

Editorial Page Board

As a native Illinoisan, right
outside of Chicago, coming to
Grand Valley State University
two years ago was a little
shocking, to say the least .
Allendale is a heck of a lot
different than Chicago.
There are the obvious
things — traffic, people, lack
of cornfields But there’s also
something that never would
have crossed my mind but yet
has become the bane of my
existence.
The Michigan Left.
Also known as Michigan
Indirect Lefts or Michigan
U-turns, these annoying mads
exist on divided highways in
certain Michigan areas. I’m
sure everyone’s driven his
or her fair share of Michigan
Lefts, but just think about it
Explain it to an outsider, like
me.
Make a left turn at the

Jenna Carlesso
Jennifer Hoewe
Jayson Bussa
John Faarup

Editor in Chief
Managing Editor
Sports Editor
Staff Writer

, “We have been silent too long. We
>r become indifferent because we fear
y
y

that just one person can’t make a
difference, although we can.”
Judy Shepard
Mother of Matthew Shepard, speaking
out against hate crimes

l

reason for the Michigan Left.
Somehow that’s hardly the
case.
Let's start with the crashes.
The Midwest Research
Institute conducted a study on
the safety of U-tums. Only 1
percent of the accidents were
identified as being U-tum
related, while 17 percent were
left turn related
It sounds pretty good,
doesn’t it? The added safety
benefit obviously outweighs
the annoyance
But you don't get the
whole picture.
When this study was
presented, the presenter
herself noted that these
statistics probably weren’t
accurate The first part of a
U-tum is making a left turn
into the median opening The
second part is making another
left turn out of the median
onto the mad. You really have
two left turns in a U-tum. and
the presenter argued that the
accidents were often classified

as left turn accidents when
they were really U-tums.
So left turns probably
aren’t 16 percent more
dangerous.
So how is using the
Michigan Left better'7
Maybe it’s that increased
traffic flow thing, but
somehow I doubt it Think
about this — the average
Michigan Left is 660 feet from
an intersection, and according
the Michigan Highway Web
site, most are. though the
distance can vary. That's an
extra 1.320 feet of driving per
Michigan Left, since you have
to account for the drive back
to the street you originally
wanted to turn left into.
If you drove only two
Michigan Lefts a day. that
would add up to an extra
963,600 feet of driving over
the course of a year. That is
an extra 182 miles you are
driving each year, just because
you can't make a left turn.

Fashion hits runway as wearable art

:C»VL OPINION POLICY
The ultimate goal of the Grand
! Valley Lanthom opinion page is to
j stimulate discussion and action on
j topics of interest to the Grand Valley
• Community.
The Grand Valley
Lanthom
welcomes reader viewpoints and
j offers three vehicles of expression for
; reader opinions: letters to the editor,
giuest columns and phone responses
^ Letters must include the author's
f and be accompanied by current
identification if dropped off
person. Letters will be checked
t>y an employee of the Grand Valley
Klanthom
fl Letters appear as space permits
£*ch issue. The limit for letter length
*ia one page, single spaced

light. No.
wait. You
can’t do that
Instead of
getting into
the left lane,
get into the
right lane
Make a right
turn and
cut across
two or three
lanes of traffic to the center
lane — all in the span of less
than 600 feet, generally. Wait
for traffic whizzing by at least
55 mph, if not more, to clear,
and then make a U-tum.
All of this just to make a
left turn.
According to Michigan's
Department of Traffic, these
turns have been safe and
efficient since their inception
in 1960. MDOT states the
majority of T-bone car crashes
occur at direct left turns
This, along with the fact that
Michigan Lefts (supposedly)
cause greater movement, is the

The editor reserves the right to edit
and condense letters and columns for
length restrictions and clarity.
All letters must be typed.
The Grand Valley Lanthom will
not be held responsible for errors
that appear in print as a result of
transcribing handwritten letters or email typographic errors.
The name of the author is usually
published but may be withheld for
compelling reasons.
The content, information and
views expressed are not approved
by nor necessarily represent those of
the university, its Board of Trustees,
officers, faculty and staff

»

By Sara Frankd
Columbia Daily Spectator
(Columbia U.)

(U-WIRE) NEW YORK
— In the midst of dodging
often for free Aquafina water
bottles and vouchers for free
cab rides. I spotted fitness
celebrity John Basedow —
yea. the Fitness Made Simple
infomercial king — posing for
the paparazzi at the entrance to
the Bryant Pvfc lent.
No. it wasn’t some crazy
tnpped-out dream
Obviously, it was just
another night at New York's

Olympus Fashion Week.
Bui there is one thought
that I haven’t been able to
shake — what is fashion's
purpose in this world?
Many scoff the fashion
industry as an elitist and
narcissistic culture catering
exclusively Id the extremely
rich, the extremely emaciated,
and the Paris Hiltons of the
world. Others dismiss fashion
and trends as wastes of time
— shouldn’t we focus all of
our energy on saving the world
rather than worshiping Prada?
But is there really a
difference between high-end
fashion and a Picasso painting ’

I would consider them both
to he classic forms of artistic
expression However, it seems
that those who favor Picasso
and dismiss fashion do so
because they feel that fashion
pressures people to conform to
a certain style.
Nevertheless, my recent
adventures in the tents at
Bryant Park have confirmed
my belief that fashion is an
an form worthy of senous
appreciation From the music
playing in the background
to the hairstyles and facial
expressions of the models,
it is evident that all of the
elements of a fashion show

are creatively produced
to showcase the colors,
movement and fabric of the
clothing Simply put, it’s like
watching a painting in motion.
Like all forms of
expression, fashion serves as a
much-needed escape from the
world’s uncertainties
Fashion deserves respect
for its ability to capture
the interest of sich a wide
audience, and it must be
appreciated far its ability
to foster new paths of
imagination and creativity. It
is a form of artistic expression
that should never go out of
style.

l
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Month of events
to celebrate
Hispanic heritage
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Laker Life in Brief
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Program to teach about
depression

By Matt Marn

The Counseling and Career
Development Center will host
a program raising awareness
about depression and suicide
awareness today from 7 to
8 p.m. in the Pickard Living
Center.
This event will educate
students on how to recognize
risk factors of depression in
friends or themselves
For
more
information,
contact the center at (616) 3313266.

GVL Stuff Writer

Blood drive comes to GVSU
this week
The American Red Cross
will host a blood drive in the
Kirkhof Center's Grand River
Room on Tuesday from noon to
6 p.m. and Wednesday horn 1
to 7 p.m.
To donate blood, please bring
picture identification, such as a
drivers license or donor card.
For more information, visit
the red cross at httpV/www
redcross.org.
The event is co-sponsored
by the Community Service
Learning Center and registered
student organizations at Grand
Valley State University.

GVl / Hairy Dmtmort

Sharing his knowledge: Henry Louis Gates. Jr answers questions after his speech. WEB DuBois and the Digital Divide, at GVSU on Thursday. Gates, director of the
W E B. DuBois Institute for African and African American Research at Harvard University, created an encyclopedia after being inspired by DuBois

Gates brings encyclopedia to life
Henry Louis Gates, Jr.
speaks to a GV crowd about
creating his encyclopedia

Students can acquire new
learning techniques
GVSU students will have
the opportunity to learn how to
approach their professors today
during Power Learning: How
to Talk So Your Professor Will
Listen.
The event, hosted by
the Counseling and Career
Development Center, will teach
students how to discuss issues
with their professors as well as
how to prepare for the semester,
seek feedback to improve then
academic work and address
concerns about grades.
It will take place tomorrow
from 4 to 5 p.m. in Student
Services Building room 204.
For more information, contact
the center at (616) 331-3266.

By Angela Harris
GVL Laker Life Editor

W.E.B DuBois’ dream of creating the
Encyclopedia Afncana was completed by
Henry Louis Gates. Jr. almost 100 years after its
conception.
As part of the Fall Arts Celebration. Gates
— a professor at Harvard University — spoke
at Grand Valley State University Thursday
about his and DuBois' struggle to create an
encyclopedia.
On Jan. 19.1999. the Encyclopedia Afncana
was produced on CD-ROM in honor of Nelson
Mandela and in memory of DuBois. Gates
said. Today, the encyclopedia is more than 10
million words, eight million more words than
the requirement for the fust edition
“We brought the whole black world into the
digital world.” Gates said. “African American
history is dead on the page. We have the digital
technology to bring it to life and preserve it’’
Gales, who first learned about DuBois
when he anended Yale in 1966, said he made

Fathers invited to dialogue
GVSU fathers of young
children are in vited to participate
in an informal dialogue Tuesday
from noon tol p.m. The event.
Celebrating Dads ... What
Daddy’s Do Best, is part of the
Live and Learn Brown Bag
Series hosted by GVSU’s Work
Life Connections.
A second dialogue will take
place on Nov. 9. Both will be
held in Lake Ontario Hall room
167.
For more information or to
register, visit http://www.gvsu.
edu/worklife or call (616) 3318011.

Students have the opportunity
to make a difference
GVSU students, faculty and
staff are invited to participate in
Make A Difference Day.
This year’s event will lake
place on Oct. 28 and will
include projects relating to
hunger, homelessness, animal
care, mentoring youth, clean
up projects and working with
senior citizens.
To sign-up. visit http://www.
gvsu.edu/service.
Applications for site leaders
are also available online. Site
leaden are required to attend
training on Oct. 26 at 9 p.m.
For
mote
information,
contact Valerie Holmes at the
Office of Student Life at (616)
331-2345.

a “drunken” pledge with a professor and friend
at Cambridge University to attempt to create
DuBois' projected encyclopedia.
After trying to start the project three different
times and facing various challenges along the
way. Gates said he finally found the funding to
begin the encyclopedia's creation.
Once the project was complete, a publisher
had to be found. After two publishing
opportunities fell through and 25 rejection letters
came in the mail. Gates said he contacted Bill
Gates and the Microsoft Corporation about the
project in a desperate attempt to get it published.
On the 26th pitch. Gates obtained one deal from
a friend's publisher and another from Microsoft
within 24 hours of each other, he said.
Following his speech. Gates answered
questions from the audience, speaking
about African Americans and education, the
digitalization of Google. Inc. and his various
travels around the world.
He said one of his goals is to have African
American history reevaluated in high schools.
“I just want to have a place at the table,” Gates
added “I never want to wipe out Shakespeare
or Milton 1 just want a place for (Frederick)
Douglass”
Senior Bethany Erickson said she was
interested to hear Gates’ vision for education
and to see how it fits with where she thinks the

technological world is headed
“It was inspirational because academia tends
to be a stuffy issue, and to hear it with such
inspiration, he made it come to life and (made
us see) the bigger issue of what we are doing.”
Erickson said
GVSU freshman Becky Burton said Gates'
presentation about the encyclopedia was
interesting because she had never heard of it
before.
"It's something unique for a group of people
— something that gives them a history all their
own,” Burton said.
President Thomas J. Haas said he enjoyed
the presentation because Gates allowed the
audience to see DuBois as a hero with enough
fortitude and courage to complete the project
despite failures along the way.
Haas added that when speaking with other
audience members, some commented on how
it was good to see the audience interacting
together.
‘They said how great it was to have a person
of his stature here in Grand Rapids, at GVSU
— it elevates the statute of the university.” Haas
said. “It was so great to see the interaction of the
community leaders, university leaders, faculty,
staff and students."

Reception informs students of intercultural groups
By Nathan Northrup
GVL Staff Writer

The Grand River Room buzzed
with action Thursday night as
students gathered for food and
giveaways during the IntervulturaJ
Student Reception.
Hasted by the Office of
Multicultural Affairs and the Office
of Student Life, the reception
gave students an opportunity to
reconnect w ith campus resources,
said Bob Stoll, director of Student
Life.
“It allows new students to
navigate their way around campus
and (gives) returning students the
chance to show their support.”
Stoll added.
Part of the beauty of the
Intercultural Student Reception is it
allows students to learn in a manner
outside of their comfort zone, said
Bobby Sponger, associate dean of
theOMA.
“This event allows students
from all around campus to come
out to a venue where they can
meet," Springer said.
The reception gave many
students a chance to learn more
about how to get involved

on campus through various
organizations' information tables.
“Getting outside of their
comfort zone allows for strong
personal growth, because this
event is non-routine.” Springer
said. “It’s unexpected When
you do something unexpected, it
encourages answer seeking. It is
then the best growth occurs.”
GVSU organizations at the
event included Out 'N' About.
Students Promoting Diversity and
Leadership, ftisitive Black Women.
Hillel. the Alumni Association
and the Science and Mathematics
Advising. Resource and Transition
Center. The Panhelleiuc Council
and the Independent Greek Council
also had information tables.
“This campus needs an event

said.
“There was no flow of students
after six o'clock this year.” he said.
"That's mainly because of the
Henry Louis Gates presentation.’’
The time of the reception and
Gates' speech overlapped.
“Next year, we need to sit
back and seek a slightly different
approach." Springer said. "We
need to look at the time frame and
consider other alternatives.”
He added that the OMA will
also need to consider alternative
ways to present the reception.
"The first hour was powerful,
and we had a constant flow of
students," Springer said. “However,
because of classes or conflicting
events, many students and faculty
left"

like this.” said Jazz McKinney,
vice-president of Out ‘n’ About. “It
increases the awareness of various
cultures here on campus."
Liz Arangure. a representative
from the Sigma Lambda Gamma
Sorority, said the Intercultural
Student Reception was a great way
for students to become more aware
of certain student organizations.
“It gets your organization named,
recognized and given credibility, as
well as raising interest.” she said.
Phillip Seaborn, president of
Phi Beta Sigma, said he agreed
with Arangure
“It allows an organization the
opportunity to interact w ith students
on a positive level.” he said.
This year’s turnout was not as
high as in previous years. Springer

Many Grand Valley Stale
University students, faculty and
staff will begin celebrating FUspana.
Heritage Month today.
Continuing until Oct. 15, tbe
month-long celebration will include
various events hosted by the Office
of Multicultural Affairs.
“It’s a tradition.” said Sandra
FemandezTkrdani.
assistant
director of the OMA. “We celebrate
it every year to spread awareness
of our contributions to the United
States. We are more in amount than
people think, and we do more tfytn
people think. We want to avoid
stereotypes and view Hispanics 'ln
a good way."
Fernandez-Tardani said this
collection of events is a good way
to celebrate diversity on campus H
“The students are in an
atmosphere where they can learn
about others and gain a respect
and understanding about other
cultures,” she said.
•’
Each Flispanic Heritage Moofh
event is related to a specific topic.
Fernandez Tardani added.
"At the first event Monday, there
will be food and music to bring (he
university a very different style and
diet... a very good diet." she said.
“The music plays a role in our dally
life.”
On Tuesday and Wednesday,
the Hispaiucs in West Michigan
program will provide knowledge
about the number of Hispaiucs
living in the Grand Rapids area.
Fernandez Tardani
said.
The
community will learn about
where Hispaiucs work and what
challenges they face, she added.,
The next set of events, held on
Thursday, include a performance
from guitarist Ernesto Bitetti and a
film on the life of immigrants.
“The film is about what happens
when they leave their country
and arrive in search of a dream
and all the challenges they face,"
Fcmandez-Tardani said. “We will
understand why they come to t|>e
United States — the United States
is a land of opportunity."
.!
Three published Hispanic poets,
including one from GVSU, will
present on Oct. 2.
“Even when we speak the same
language, we are very different,"
she said. “It is a celebration of the
Spanish language.”
During the final event on Oot.
14, the Latino Student Union dinner
and dance, authentic Hispanic foods
and entertainment will be enjoyed
by students and staff, she said.
“Students need to know and
be open-minded to the world and
other cultures.” Femandez-Tardaru
said. “The world is not just the
United States They have to have
that perspective and know about
other countries."
She added it is important to
highlight the contributions of
Hispaiucs to the United States..
“That is what makes diversity
beautiful.” she said. “There are
different flowers in different colors
and all of them are beautiful.'’
For more information, visit
http://www.gvsu edu/oma.
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The Intercultural Student Reception
welcomed Grand Valley State University
organizations into the Grand River
Room on Thursday night. Visiting
students were offered food, prizes and
information about the participating
groups.
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SPORTS

Jayson Bussa, Sports Editor
sportsclanthorn com
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is no contest

The Grand Valley State
University football team will
take the spotlight on national
television Thursday to face
Michigan Technological
University, which currently
has zero wins. Last week,
Michigan Tech fell to
Northwood University 13-7.

By Jayson Bussa
GVL Sports Editor

Hype is filling the air at
Grand Valley State University
for Thursday night's nationally
televised match-up. pitting the No.
1 Lakers against unranked and
winless Michigan Technological
University.
The Thursday night competition
is even conflicting with class
arrangements
for much of the
student body. The
GVSU athletic
program will
continue to thrive
with this high
profile, national
coverage, but the
hype is too big
Bussa
and the Huskies

The volleyball team of Grand
Valley State University
competed in a pair of games
in Ohio during the weekend.
On the list of competitors
was No. 23 ranked University
of Findlay, who the Lakers
defeated by a score of 3-1.

m

©

The women's tennis team
was in three straight days of
action as it competed in the
ITA Regional Invitational held
at Northwood University. The
competition began on Friday
and finished on Sunday.

On Sept. 17, the Grand Valley
Intramural Sports program's
top activity, flag football,
kicked off. Games are held
on intramural fields next to
Laker Village Apartments.
The season consists of four
regular season games and a
single elimination playoff.

GVl Archim / Misty Minna

Keeping his balance: Senior Astin Martin avoids a tackle from Ashland University players on Sept 9 GV defeated Saint Joseph's College last weekend

Lakers break records,
welcome another win
He is only the 18th player in Division II
history to break the 10,000-yard mark
Finnerty finished the contest with 138
passing yards along with four touchdowns,
three thrown and one running. On foot.
Finnerty had 25 yards.
The Lakers began the game with a
quick 17-0 lead in the first quarter.
Sophomore kicker Todd Carter put the
first points on the board with a 30-yard
field goal with just under 10 minutes to
go in the first quarter. Rounding out the
highly offensive first quarter was a pair
of Finnerty touchdown passes. The first
was hauled in by senior Eric Fowler for
14 yards and the other was grabbed by
senior Terry Mitchell for 25 yards.
"We were pretty excited about our
first half." Martin said. “We didn’t play
so well in the second half though. We
didn't leave there with a good taste in our
mouths."
The Lakers managed to tack on an
additional touchdown before the half
when Finnerty pounded into the end
zone on foot for a four-yard burst with 37
seconds to go in the quarter.
During the second half, Martin said
a lot of the younger and inexperienced
personnel got to see time on the field.
The change in lineup did not allow Saint
Joseph's back in the game, but it also did
not play the way that Martin had wanted.
"We played a lot of younger guys
that didn't play well in the first half."
Martin said. “We kind of got sloppy with

GV football beats Saint
Joseph’s College 31-6
By Jayson Bussa
GVl. Sports Editor
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It was individual performances that
highlighted the game, but the final
outcome was another team win by the
Grand Valley State University football
team as it crushed nonconference Saint
Joseph ’> College of Indiana 31 -6 Saturday
on the road.
After the game, GVSU’s head coach
Chuck Martin was quick to point out
the milestones achieved by both senior
lineman Mike McFadden and senior
quarterback Cullen Finnerty, but he also
paid homage to the team as a whole.
McFadden busted through the line to
sack the Pumas quarterback in the game,
tying him with an all-time NCAA record
for the longest streak of games recording
a sack. McFadden has now gone 17
straight games with a sack.
“It s a nice accomplishment, and
when my career is over I will probably
look back at it with fond memories, but
my main goal is winning football games
from week to week," McFadden said.
A milestone was also reached on the
offensive side as Finnerty surpassed
10,000 career offensive yards along with
logging his 100th career touchdown

penalties and didn't play very quick."
Pumas running back Lonnie Hurst pul
Saint Joseph's on the board early in the
third quarter, but that was all the scoring
the team would find for the rest of the
game. The Lakers closed scoring out
with 3:27 left to go in the third quarter.
Fowler grabbed his second touchdown
catch of the night with a 44-yard toss
from Finnerty.
The Lakers finished the game with
305 offensive yards as opposed to the
meager 183 on the Pumas' side.
Laker senior running back Astin
Martin was kept out of the end zone, but
scrounged up 80 yards in the game on
16 attempts. Four other Lakers recorded
carries, including freshman Maurice Gore
who had 11 carries for 43 yards.
The Pumas came into the contest 20, and Martin said he could sense the
momentum they were building
“1 know they were excited in the
pregame." Martin said. "They were really
excited, coming off their big win against
Wayne State on the road. You could tell
they had a lot of energy."
However, Martin said a quick
defensive surge took the excitement away
from the Pumas.
The Lakers have a shortened week of
preparation as they return to action on
Thursday at home, taking on Michigan
Technological University (0-3). The game
will be nationally televised on CSTV.

Volleyball winning streak stays unbroken

2*1

Hillsdale

Lakers earn two more GLIAC
victories on the road this weekend
By Brandon Watson
GVL Staff Miter
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No. 2 Grand Valley State University spent the weekend
in Ohio with matches against No. 23 University of Findlay
and the unranked Ashland University The Lakers fared well
once again, sweeping the weekend by beating Findlay 3-1 and
Ashland 3-2.
The wins propel GVSU to an 11-match winning streak.
The Lakers improved to 11-1 overall and 4-0 in Great Lakes
Intercollegiate Athletics Conference play.
On Friday. Findlay got out to an early start against the
Lakers, winning the first game 30-24. GVSU then bounced
back to win the next three games, taking the match 3-1 (3024. 30-27 and 30-26)
Blocking may have been a major key to the team's success
as it tallied 15.5 team blocks for the match.
Senior Megan Helsen. who earned last week's GLIAC
Player of the Week honors, led the team with 18 kills. She also
tallied nine digs and two assisted blocks. Sophomore Danielle
Alexander added 13 kills while posting eight assisted blocks.
Senior Meghan Moore rang in with 12 kills and five assisted
blocks.
Junior Erica Vandekopple contributed eight kills while
notching nine assisted blocks, tying her career-high.
Sophomore Jamie Ashmore racked up 51 assists, seven digs
and four assisted blocks. Junior Alyson Riley tallied 26 digs
in the contest.
The Lakers continued to show why they boast a No. 2
national ranking in their match against Ashland on Saturday.
However, it was no cakewalk, as the Lakers won 3-2 (30-18,
26-30, 30-19, 28-30 and 15-12) in the GUAC battle

See Volleyball, BS

are too poor
of a team to meet any of these
expectations.
“We haven't seen much of
them on tape yet,” said GVSU
head coach Chuck Martin of the
Huskies. “They have run into
a rough spot so far this season,
losing some close games."
A rough spot is right, as the
Huskies started their season off
in very ugly fashion, dropping a
36-14 game against Wayne State
University on their own turf. They
followed it up with a set of more
respectable, narrow losses against
Indianapolis University (34-31)
and Northwood University (13-7).
The Huskies showed a bright
spot in last week's loss against
Northwood as the Timberwolves
are ranked No. 18 in the nation.
However, they still lost on their
own turf and now have to go
against the No. 1 team in the
nation with more than 10,000
screaming fans against them at
Lubbers Stadium.
As any poised coach would be.
Martin is ready for the Huskies,
looking past their sluggish start
by treating them as more than a
formidable foe. Martin has already
pinpointed the Huskies’ strong
areas.
“Well, we know they have Lee
Marana. a very talented tailback,"
Martin said. "They run the ball
very effectively. They also run the
play action quite well. On defense,
they have a lot of defensive guys
that have come back."
The Huskies are also going
against a Laker squad that is just
now hitting its stride after recordbreaking individual performances
this weekend against Saint
Joseph's College of Indiana.
One thing that may work
against the Lakers is the lack of
preparation time. The shifted game
time to Thursday night will force
the coaching staff to adjust its
practice schedule. Martin said the
Lakers will use Sunday as a big
preparation day. and they will be
out practicing already on Monday.
He added that he wants to put
in just as much preparation as he
would for any other game, even
with the limited time.
“The biggest thing is to keep
it simple," Martin said. “We want
our guys to still be confident in
what they are doing out there. If
we try to do too much, we'll wind
up shooting ourselves in the foot."
Perhaps the national television
stations see something others
don't. The contest against
Michigan Tech will be the only
game this year slated to run
on CSTV. the national digital
television station which is a part
of CBS Broadcasting.
GVSU’s future games
against Mercyhurst College and
Northwood University will be
broadcast locally on Comcast
Local, while the game against No.
5 Saginaw Valley State University
it set to air only on tape delay.
The national audience is not
going to see a quality college
football game, but a plus for the
I akars, as GVSU dominance will
be broadcast nationwide.
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Going for ttse kW: Sophomore OanieSe Ale*ande» spikes the tv»t< during
GVSU's home game aga«nt Saginaw valley State University on Sept 8

In unison Trumpeters play during the
halftime show of this season's first home
football game on Sept 9
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‘Average ’ play hurts GV
Laker softball competes in the Chicagoland Fall Classic but falls short of a winning record

5® GVL DIGES'
Sports in Brit
Laker freshman golfers lead
GUAC
Last week, freshman Mad
MaUoure
snatched
Greai
Lakes Intercollegiate Athletic
Conference Golfer of the Wee^
honors The accolades were in
light of Malloure winning hd
tint collegiate golf invitational
at the Northern Michigan
invitational the weekend before.!
In the competition. Malloure!
shot a two-round score of l4<
consisting of round scores of
73 and 71 Grand Valley Su*
University also took tint place,
honors at the invitational as
team.
Ashley
Smith,
also
a
freshman, was named GLLAC
Golfer of the Week as weft;
She roped in her first collegijfca
tournament win when she took
first place at the Ball State
University Cardinal Classic.
Smith was honored for her 145^
stroke effort which breaks th£
record for the lowest two rounds
frum'any GVSU player She shot
a 71 in the first round and a 74 in
the second. The Lakers finished
in thud place as a team.

Hockey dub Division II team !
announced

GVl Aichiv* lUtM S*if

Rounding bases: Senior Denise ireton runs the f*r« base line during a home game against Gannon University last season The lakers brought home a 2-3 record after this weekend's Chicagoland fall Classic

By Mark Koorstra
GVL Staff Writer

The Grand Valley State University
softball team's lack of preparation time
may have made things difficult for
players during the Chicagoland Fall
Classic this weekend.
MWe were playing against teams that
have been practicing for two or three
weeks." said Laker head coach Doug
Woods. “We had only been practicing
for a couple of days.M
The Lakers finished the two-day
tournament, held in Orland Park, III.,
with a 2-3 record, including victories
over Olivet Nazarene University (III.)
and University of St. Francis (III.).

These games marked GVSU's first
action of the academic year.
“I thought that we played very
average," Woods said. "We made
mistakes in all facets of the game, and
we’ve got plenty to work on."
The Lakers faced Olivet Nazarene
in their first game of the weekend and
came away with a 2-0 victory. GVSU
then lost I -0 to Winona State University
(Min.) in the nightcap.
“Lori Andjelich ended up pitching
a great game for us,” Woods said.
“Unfortunately, we could not manage
to give her very much run support."
Andjelich, a sophomore pitcher,
gave up only one hit in the game. The
Laker offense Finished with six hits

but struggled to advance runners and
produce runs.
The Lakers opened play Saturday on
a positive note by beating St. Francis
4-2. Timely hitting by freshman Becky
Rudenga, sophomore Sarah Holland
and senior Megan Smith keyed the
victory for the team.
"Sarah (Holland) led us on offense
this weekend." Woods said. "She
probably ended up batting around .500
for the tournament."
The Lakers then ran into a brick
wall in the form of Division I Northern
Iowa University. The Panthers pounded
the Lakers by a score of 11-1.
The Lakers faced another set back
in their final game against host team

Robert Morris College (III.). GVSU
lost a tough battle to the Eagles 3-2 in
eight innings.
The team returns home with plenty
to learn from as the Lakers struggled
on defense all weekend, committing
several errors.
"My hope is that it will stop raining
when we get home so we can practice,"
Woods said. “We’ve got to work a lot
on our defense, and on offense we have
to work on taking better swings.”
The Lakers now turn their attention
Grand Rapids Community College as
GVSU will host the Raiders Friday at
3:30 p.m.
The Lakers’ fall ball schedule will

The Grand Valley Stale
University
hockey
dub
completed tryouts for one of its
two teams. The Division D team!
was announced and is available;
on the club’s Web site, httplt
www2.gvsu.edu/~hockey. Thb
year’s squad boasts players from
as far as Florida and Arizona. “
The Division 01 team
completed its tryouts, held it
Georgetown Ice Arena, off
Thursday. The roster for that team,
will also be posted on the club's
Web site when it is compiled.

Men's lacrosse prepares a
team
The men’s lacrosse club will
hold tryouts this week. The only
competition the chib currently
has on its schedule is the
Augustana Fall Tournament held
at Augustana College in Rode
Island, 01. The tournament is

See Softball, BS
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Fantasy football: Picking the players
tried
Mlu- IVst.Hi

By Jayson Bussa
GVL Sports Editor

JH Manning.
The NFL season is well
underway, so what? The
important thing to millions
of football fans across the
country is that the fantasy
football season has begun,
and the bragging rights of the
average football fan are up for
grabs.
For laymen, fantasy football
is a game, generally played
online, where fans build a
team of real professional
football players. Each online
team goes head-to-head with
another in a race to see which
will accumulate the most
points. Points are earned based
on how well the professional
players perform individually
in their respective football
games.
It’s easier expressed in
an example. If I had Brad
Johnson, quarterback for the
Minnesota Vikings, on my
team. I would benefit when he
performs well in his game. If
Johnson threw a touchdown
pass. I would earn points. If he
threw an interception. I would
lose points. The destiny of a
fantasy team relies on how
well its players perform.
Now that the fantasy
football gurus are yawning,
if they are still reading that
is. here is the ideal fantasy
football team. Compile even
half of these players on your
team, and you'll be looking at
a successful season.
Quarterbacks
You can’t argue with the

**

*
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JJM fur the
Indianapolis
Colts. It
doesn’t take a
--------------------- lot of research
®ussa
to notice
why either.
Manning has been the top
quarterback in the league
for the past few years, even
though it isn’t always reflected
in the success of his team. Tom
Brady of the New England
Patriots is another consistent
work horse who puts up top
numbers in the league week in
and week out. It also doesn't
hurt that he’s part of the most
current NFL dynasty.
Running backs
With a dreadful beginning
to the season, fantasy owners
have to question if Seattle
Seahawks running back
Shaun Alexander is going to
be the league's biggest bust.
However. Alexander will
revert back to the way he
was performing last year and
easily become the top running
back in fantasy football. Larry
Johnson of the Kansas City
Chiefs will be at the top of the
list as well, but not because
of his superior running
ability, because his offensive
line blocks holes the size of
Texas for him to run through.
Also, with the quarterback
position in limbo, expect a
lot of production early on
from Pittsburgh Steeler Willie
Parker

Need a quiet
place to study?
10% Off for Students
.
Gourmet
Coffee Espresso. Latte's
Kmtik TWvr miUr Coffer amt. Hen
Frozen Dnnks
363 Cummings NW
Fret Wireless Connection
Grand Rapids Ml 49534
Fresh Baked Goods
Quiet. Relaxing Lodge Atmosphere
(616) 791-6660
Off Lake Michigan Drive Behind the Penntofl Station

Wide receivers
Marvin Harrison
(Indianapolis Colts) and Terrell
Owens (Dallas Cowboys) are
the wide receivers in the media
spotlight of the NFL. but
there are better fantasy picks
than this famed duo. Chad
Johnson of the Cincinnati
Bengals is a mammoth wide
receiver that will be catching
balls from Carson Palmer’s
cannon all season long. Watch
for Johnson to power his
way to the top of the fantasy
rankings along with Chris
Chambers (Miami Dolphins),
who is somewhat of a sleeper.
Owners consider Chambers a
decent pick, but with Dante
Culpepper trying to prove
himself at the quarterback
position. Chambers will
see plenty of tosses in his
direction, many of them in the
end zone.
Tight ends
This role on a fantasy team
doesn't get a lot of respect
from owners. However. I’ve
seen my share of games
where the unexpected points
from this position makes the
difference in the win or loss.
For tight ends, choose a player
that belongs to a team with
several wide receiver threats
The added coverage to these
threats will leave a linebacker
on the tight end. a surefire
combination for deep passes
Currently, Alge Clumpier
(Atlanta Falcons) and Kellen
Winslow (Cleveland Browns)
are my favorites.

50# Off I
any drink

|

64th Street
Townhomes

:REE Internet, Cable and Central Air.
A/asher & Dryers in each Unit
\ Bedrooms, 2 baths.

Hose to GVSU
10 to! 2 month leases available.

$900/month. 3 people max

Geoff Meekhoff
For more information,
information, call
wnvrev-

(616)

957-5680
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Chipping away: Sieve larcnn practices on the driving range .it GVSU before lumiwr v.k atuni ihis |Mil May. The team
won the Bulldog invitational this weekend, defeating Saginaw Valley State University m a playoff round

.Golfers edge out SVSU
for tournament victory
,A successful tie
breaker round
learns men’s golf
•a victory over
•conference foes
By Jayson Bussa
GVL Sports Editor

• The men’s golf team played a
Ipair of rounds on Saturday — a
'busy schedule for just one day.
•However, it took more than two
•rounds to crown the winner at
!the Bulldog Invitational.
|
Hosted by
Ferris State
•University at Katke Golf Course
•in Big Rapids, the Lakers ended
Ithe tournament in first place.
|aftcr winning a tiebreaker
•round
against
conference
Irivals Saginaw Valley State
JUniversity.
The Lakers shot a first round
• score of 285. which was five
I strokes lower than the Cardinals.
|The Cardinals then stormed back
•into contention for first place
when they shot a 288 in the
>£cond round to gain five more
^Strokes back from the Lakers
j^ho shot 293.
'r\
or The Lakers finished the event

off with a team score of 578.
the same as the second place
Cardinals. FSU was knotted in a
tie for third place with a score 589
along with Lewis University.
Senior Steve Larson led the
scoring for the Lakers as an
individual He placed in a tie
for fourth with a final score of
142. Larson shot a 71 in both of
his rounds. Junior Tony Mango
was the only other Laker to
break the top 10 individually.
Mango finished the event in a
tie for seventh place with a 144
He shot a first round of 70. but
struggled through the second
round, finishing with a 74.
Junior Josh Orler was the
next lowest scorer for the Lakers
with his 12th place position in
the individual field. Orler also
shot a 70 in his first round,
but suffered a similar influx in
strokes as Mango to finish off
the competition with a 145.
Freshman Mark Malloure,
who was crowned as the Great
Lakes Intercollegiate Athletic
Conference Men’s Golf Athlete
of the Week last week, fell
down the leader board in this
weekend’s tournament as he
finished in 22nd place Malloure
shot consistent rounds of 74 and
73. finishing with a 147.

Rounding out team scoring
for the Lakers was freshman
Jamie Clark who shot two rounds
of 75 to finish with a 150, good
enough for 34th placement on
the individual leader board.
The Cardinals were anchored
by their top three golfers,
however, it was their bottom two
that took them out of contention
for first place.
SVSU’s Adam Miller scored
a first place finish outright with
his score of 140. Miller shot two
rounds of 70. Mike King came
in second place for the Cardinals
with a final score of 141, and
Darren Husse was right behind
in fourth place with a 142.
The final two golfers to
contribute to SVSU scoring
placed in 48th and 49th place.
Northwood. Ashland and
Northern Michigan universities
were other conference teams to
compete in the event, along with
the University of Findlay.
The Lakers took no time
off after the FSU competition,
continuing action Sunday with
the beginning of the two-day
GVSU I^Aker Invitational held at
The Meadows. Following their
home meet, the leakers will not
return to action again until Sept.
24.

I-------------------------- .--------------------

i

Leader of the pack

. Grand Valley State University's Kyle Banner takes possession of the ball during
a defensive play against Michigan State University at the men's rugby game
Saturday. The teams competed on GVSU’s East Multipurpose Field.

i
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Bills reach House before election
Upcoming elections
influence Michigan
political leaders
to push new bills
before citizens vote

LUOOFF. S.C. (AP) - Au
thorities early Sunday arrested 4
man suspected of kidnapping a
14-year-old girl who sent a cell
phone text message to her moth-'
er that led to her rescue from a
booby-trapped bunker
Investigators arrested 37-yearold Vinson Filyaw on Interstate-1
20 in Richland County about 24
hours after rescuing Elizabeth
Shoaf, said Sheriff Steve McCaskill.

By David Eggert

Colleges may look to fix
online addiction

APnwto/M GoldMS*

Keeping order Mctxgpn lawmakers meet at the state House session on Ncn 9, 2000 at the Capitol«lanang. kAch As lawmakers wrap up thee official business this month and take
a five- or su-week break before the November election, those facing re-election the year have been proposing a plethora of bds

against abuse and neglect and to
combat the worsening problem
of mortgage fraud. Baxter faces
Jackson Mayor Martin Griffin
in his bid for a second two-year
term.
Democratic
Rep.
Gary
McDowell of Rudyard proposed
the interest-free student loan plan
and introduced a bill increasing the
maximum weekly unemployment
benefit to $408 from $362. The
one-term legislator is in a swing
district running against Republican

businessman Jay Duggan of
Petoskey.
In a recent breakdown of the
fight for control of the House
— Republicans have a 58-49
edge Democrats hope to erode
— political pundit Bill Ballenger
listed nine of the 110 districts
as toss-ups. Seven of those nine
races feature incumbents seeking
re-election, including Baxter and
McDowell.
Other incumbents in toss-up
races who frequently have pushed

new legislation or taken other
roles include Democratic Rep.
Kathy Angerer of Dundee and
Republican Reps. David Law of
West Bloomfield. David Farhat of
Fruitport and Leslie Mortimer of
Horton.
Baxter said he denies the main
reason for the flurry of bills is
political, and others point out that
he has been very active since he
first became a legislator in January
2005. Baxter said the prospect of
being in a tight race is one reason

he tackles so many legislative
issues.
"The point I’ve always made
is: I’m not sure if I’m going to be
around for two years, four years
or six years." he says. "I know I
have at least a few more months
in office to get something done.
I guess we’U see what the voters
decide later. But that’s kind of the
point. I want to make sure I’m
actually doing something when
I’m here.’’

Shuttle Atlantis leaves space station
By Rasha Madkour
Associated Press Writer

AP Photo / NASA TV

A world away The international Space Station 4 viewed
dunng a Wy-around after undocking on Sunday

from the Space Shuttle Atlantis

HOUSTON (AP) - Space
Shuttle Atlantis pulled away from
the international space station
Sunday for a return trip to Earth
after its six astronauts bade farewell
to the residents of the orbiting lab
with hugs, handshakes and the
traditional ringing of a bell.
‘The crew of Atlantis is
departing." station resident Jeff
Williams radioed to Mission
Control in Houston.
Pilot Chris Ferguson eased
Atlantis through a tight corridor
away from the station About 450
feet away, he fired jets to maneuver
Atlantis around the space lab so
the crew could take photos of their
handiwork — a newly expanded
station. The space station gleamed
in the reflection of the sun.
After the trip around the space

station was completed. Williams
thanked the shuttle crew for their
labors.
“Enjoyed the time together."
Williams radioed. "Look forward
to seeing you back in Houston."
Atlantis commander Brent Jett
said. “It was fun working with
you guys. Be safe the rest of your
mission.’’
It has been years since NASA
and its international partners have
gotten a complete view of the
orbiting space lab. and the space
station is quite different from how
Atlantis' crew found it six days
ago. In three arduous space walks
with the blue-green Earth as a
backdrop, the crew unpacked and
installed a 17.5 ton addition which
contained a pair of solar wings that
will ultimately generate one quarter
of the space station's power.
The wings are the first addition
to the orbiting space lab since the
2003 Columbia disaster NASA

will affix two more pairs of solar
wings on the space station before it
is completed in 2010.
The crew woke up to Kenny
Loggias' “Danger Zone." PikX
Chris Ferguson, whose family
requested the song for him, told
Mission Control in Houston.
That’s great music for... what will
be a bittersweet day for us today,
undocking from the station."
The crew spent the earlier part
of their day hauling supplies and
equipment from their spacecraft to
the station and getting ready for the
undocking and fly-around.
Atlantis returns to Earth
Wednesday morning after 11 days
in space.
On Monday, a Russian Soyuz
rocket carrying cosmonaut Mikhail
Tyunn. U.S. astronaut Michael
Lopez-Alegna and the world's first
female space tourist is expected
to blast off from the middle of the
Kazakh steppe

Bullied teens under arrest for planning bomb plot
By Robert Imrie
Associated Press Writer

GREEN BAY. Wis. (AP) The mother of a teenager arrested
in a foiled Columbine-style plot to
bomb and shoot students at a high
school said the boys were victims
of bullying and harassment at
school.
Elizabeth Sturt/, 48. the mother
of 17-year-old Shawn Sturt/, said
Saturday that bullies often called
her 300-pound son. who had a
learning disability, fat and stupid,
so she understands how her son
could have been angry
Her comments came
as
authorities announced the arrest of
a thud teen.
Sturtz said despite the taunting
she saw nothing in her son's past or
recent behavior showing he would
plot a Columbine-like attack on the
school.
"They were pushed to the limit
They couldn’t handle it anymore."
she said to The Associated Press
during an interview in her home
Police arrested Sturtz and
Will urn Cornell, also 17, on
Thursday, and Bradley P. Netwal.
18, on Friday, on suspicion of
conspiracy to commit homicide
and anon. District Attorney John
Zakowski said he planned to file
charges against them Thursday
Investigators said the teens planned
to set off bombs near hathrnoms.
light exits on fire and shoot people
who they (bd not like at East High
School

World news In Brief

Suspect arrested for
kidnapping teen

Associated Press Writer

LANSING.
Mich.
(AP)
— It was a day of dueling news
conferences at the state Capitol.
House Democrats last Tuesday
promoted bills giving interest-free
loans to students who get high-tech
jobs and stay in Michigan. House
Republicans, meanwhile, unveiled
a proposal to better safeguard
people from identity theft.
The plans were new, but the
lawmakers
sponsoring
them
were incumbents facing tough
challenges in November. Looking
for a list of accomplishments
they can use in their re-election
campaigns, they introduced new
measures even though it is unlikely
many will become law this year
“The leaders of both the
majority and minority in both
houses care first and foremost
about protecting incumbents who
might be vulnerable," said political
analyst Craig Ruff of Public Sector
Consultants in Lansing.
It is common for incumbents
in battleground districts to be
out front on issues. Ruff said.
Lawmakers may get local media
attention after pushing consumer
protection or other themes popular
with the voting public.
In the last two weeks alone.
Republican Rep. Rick Baxter
of Concord helped unveil the
ID theft package and sponsored
measures to better protect children
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Elizabeth Sturtz said Cornell,
like her son, weighed 300 pounds
and both were subject to bullying at
least in part because of their weight.
She blamed herself for not doing
more to help her son.
“I don't know what to do to help
him.” she said.
Cornell’s
lawyer.
Shane
Brabazon. did not immediately
return telephone messages left
at his home and office Saturday
evening
Police found out about the plot
from a student who alerted an
associate principal A detective said
Friday that twie boy wanted to carry
out the plan Thursday, but the other
talked him out of it.
Investigate said Netwal was
a former student at the school and
a friend who participated in the
planning All three were being held
in the Brown County Jail.
Court Commissioner Jane
Sequin ordered Sturtz and Cornell
jailed on $500/100 bond Friday
Netwal was scheduled to make an
initial court appearance Monday
East High School Principal Ed
Dorff said the student who came
forward to alert authorities to
the plan asked school officials to
maintain the student's anonymity
Green Bay Mice Capt Karl
Fleury said the caae remains under
investigation
FVilice Detective Tom Mohtor
testified at a hearing Friday that
the 17-year-olds told police they
had been plotting the massacre for
several yean Besides the bombs

near bathrooms, they planned to
light the exits on fire with jelled
gasoline so no one could escape,
he said.
However, Sturtz's mother said
her son and Cornell did not become
close friends until last year, so they
could not have plotted far yean.
Police found nine rifles and
shotguns, a handgun, about 20
“cnidely made" explosive devices,
camouflage clothing, gas masks,
two-way radios and hundreds of
rounds of ammunition at Cornell 's
house. Police Capt Lisa Store said.
She said Cornell made several of

the improvised explosive devices
about two months ago.
At Sturtz's home, they found
knives and ammunition. Store said.
The two teens had king been
fascinated by the April 1999
Columbine massacre in Littleton,
Colo., in which two students armed
with guns, knives and bombs killed
12 classmates and a teacher before
killing themselves. Store said.
Sturtz's mother said her son was
kicked out of the school last year far
bringing a knife because he felt he
needed protection. He was assigned
to an alternative school for the last
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part of the year. She said she called
the principal and social workers to
alert them to her son being bullied,
but no one ever called back.
"He diiki't want to go to school
because of the kids, and he knew
the teachers wouldn't do anything
because we tried last year," the
mother said.

In a health survey conducted
this year. 18.5 percent of Michi
gan State University students
reported that spending time using
the Internet and playing cornput
er games had caused them to get
a low grades or to drop a class al
together. In comparison, 8.5 per
cent of students said drinking had
hurt their academics, while 17
percent said it was depression.
The study showed men seem
to be drawn more to the Internet.
Only 13 percent of women re
ported harmful effects on their
school work For men, it was 25.2
percent.

Italian nun slain by gunmen *
MOGADISHU.
Somalia
(AP) — Two gunmen killed an
Italian nun and her bodyguard at
a hospital Sunday, and a security
official for an Islamic militia con
trolling the capital speculated the
attack was linked to worldwide
Muslim anger over a speech by
Pope Benedict XVI.

THE WEEK IN IRAQ

Prime Minister
turns to sects again
Appealing to divided sects
Shnte Prime Minister Noun aiMahki urged Iraqis to put aside
sectarian ethnic and political
differences on Saturday and to
embrace his reconciliation plan.
TURKEY

SYRIA

SAUDI
ARABIA
KUWAIT

Sun. Parliament again delays
Jet)ate on divisive federalism bill
Mon. - An explosion at an army
ecrurtmg center in Baghdad killed
it least 16 Iraqis
rue®. - At least four people were
oiled when a roadside bomb ex
Jloded next to a market in Midladiyah Four Kurds were killed m
Mosul by gunmen
Wed. - Police said the bodies of
J5 men were dumped in and
wound Baghdad Two U S soifters were killed m Anbar province
rhura. - Six people were killed
when a car bomb exploded at a
loccer field in Fallutah
cr1. - Security forces wiM dig
ranches around Baghdad m an
ittempt to prevent car bombings
n the city
L - Vctenoe surged with at least
17 deaths and 27 found bodies
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Volleyball
continued from page B1

Ashland came into the contest
with a 7-3 record overall and 1-2 in
conference action. The team gave
visiting GVSU a run for its money,
taking the match to a pivotal fifth
game
The Lakers hit .246 as a team
in the match, compared to .172
by the Eagles GVSU hit better in
games one and three, .417 and .519
respectively.
Against the ropes in game four,
Ashland competed for a 30-28
victory. Game five saw the Lakers
take an 8-7 lead and then rally four
straight points before scoring its
last two on Ashland service errors.
Moore tallied 17 kills in the

Softball
continued from page B2

run until early October. The
team will see its last bit of fall
action as it hosts several teams
for the GVSU Invitational on
Oct. 7. Currently, GVSU is
slated to play Lake Superior
State University in a pair of
games along with Cornerstone
University.
In edition to the GVSU
Invitational, the Lakers will
also make a trip to Division I
Eastern Michigan University
for a tournament this fall.

match with three digs and three
assisted blocks. She posted a .343
hitting percentage Helsen added
13 kills with II digs and four
service aces, while Vandekuppk
contributed 13 lulls as she hit .346.
Alexander had 10 kills as well.
Freshman Meredith Young
recorded three lulls and nine digs in
the match, with Ashmore posting
seven kills. 48 assists and 17 digs
Riley added 20 digs and four
assists.
The Lakers and Hillsdale
College are the only unbeaten teams
in GLJAC play, and Hillsdale is 140 overall. The conference foes will
face off in Allendale on Oct. 7.
GVSU will travel north this
week as it is slated to play matches
against all Upper Peninsula-based

teams. No. 24 Northern Michigan
University will host the Lakers
on Friday. GVSU plays Michigan
Technological
Saturday,
Superior

University

followed
Stale

by

on
Lake

University

on

Sunday_______________________

See puzzles on B6
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In Ypsilanti, the Lakers will
see action against Eastern
Michigan
and
Concordia
College. Another Division I
team the Lakers will battle
against this fall is Central
Michigan University on Oct.
1.
The spring season is the
primary time of play for the
team. Last year, the Lakers
made it to the Great Lakes
Regional Tournament where
they were seeded No. 8. They
managed to win one and lose
two, ending their season.
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Briefs
continued from page B2

AP Photo I P**r Paolo Ctto

Addressing the public: Pope Benedict XVI gives the Angelus address in his summer palace in Castel Gandolfo. on the
Outskirts of Rome, Sunday The pontiff said Sunday he was 'deeply sorry” about the angry reaction sparked by his speech on
Tuesday about Islam and holy war He said the text did not reflect his personal opinion

Muslims demand
Pope’s apology
Muslims ask the
Pope to apologize
for offensive words
in quoting historical
text
By Pier Paolo Cito
Associated Press Writer

CASTEL GANDOLFO. Italy
(AP) — Pope Benedict XVI said
Sunday he was "deeply sorry''
about the angry reaction to his
recent remarks about Islam, which
he said came from a text that did
not reflect his personal opinion.
"These (words) were in fact a
quotation from a Medieval text
which do not in any way express
my personal thought." Benedict
toid pilgrims at his summer palace
outside Rome.
The
pope
sparked
the
controversy when, in a speech
Tuesday to university professors
during a pilgrimage to his
native Germany, he cited the
words of a Byzantine emperor
who characterized some of
the teachings of the Prophet
Muhammad. Islam's founder, as
"evil and inhuman ”
“At this time I wish also to
add that I am deeply sorry for the
reactions in some countries to a
few passages of my address at the
University of Regensburg, which
were considered offensive to the
sensibility of Muslims." the pope
•aid Sunday
Muslim leaders in the Mideast
gave mixed reactions to the
pontiff's apology.
Mahmoud Ashour, the former
deputy of Cairo’s Al-Azhar
Mosque, the Sunni Arab world’s
most powerful institution, said
to A1 Arabiya TV immediately
after the pope’s speech. “It is not
enough. He should apologize
because he insulted the beliefs
of Islam. He mast apologize in
a frank way and say he made a

mistake.’’
Mohammed al-Nujeimi, a
professor at the Institute of Judicial
and Islamic Studies in Riyadh.
Saudi Arabia, also criticized the
pope's statement.
"The pope does not want
to apologize. He is evading
apology, and what he said today
is a repetition of his previous
statement.’’ he told Al-Arabiya
TV.
The
Vatican
released
a
statement Saturday saying the pope
"sincerely rcgiets" that Muslims
were offended but stopped short
of the apology demanded by many
Muslim leaders.
But the leader of Egypt’s
largest Islamic political group,
the Muslim Brotherhood, said,
"While anger over the Pope’s
remarks is necessary, it shouldn't
last for long."
"While he is the head of the
Catholic Church in the world,
many Europeans are not following
(the church), so what he said won't
influence them. (Air relations
with Christians should remain
good, civilized and cooperative,”
Mohammed Mahdi Akef told The
Associated Press.
Turkey's
foreign
minister
said Sunday the pope was still
expected to visit in November in
what would be his first trip to a
Muslim nation.
“From our point of view, there
is no change.’’ Abdullah Gul told
reporters before departing for a
trip to the United States.
The Vatican's secretary of state

echoed Gul’s remarks.
"I hope that he will do’’ the trip,
Cardinal Tarcisio Bertone was
quoted as saying by the Italian
news agency ANSA. “Until now,
there are no reasons not to make
it"
Russian President Vladimir
Putin earlier urged world religious
leaders to show "responsibility
and restraint" to avoid what he
called “extremes'* in relations
between faiths.
"We understand perfectly how
sensitive this sphere is. I think
it would be right if we call for
responsibility and restraint from
the leaders of all world faiths."
he said during a meeting with
parliamentary leaders from Group
of Eight nations in the Russian
resort city of Sochi.
In his speech on Tuesday,
Benedict quoted from a book
recounting a conversation between
14th century Byzantine Christian
Emperor Manuel Paleologos II
and an educated Persian on the
truths of Christianity and Islam.
"The emperor comes to speak
about the issue of jihad, holy war."
the pope said. “He said. I quote,
'Show me just what Muhammad
brought that was new. and there
you will find things only evil and
inhuman, such as his command to
spread by the sword the faith he
preached.’"
Earlier Sunday in the West
Bank, two churches were set
on fire as anger over the pope's
comments grew throughout the
Palestinian territories.
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HUGI LOTIONSALE

56% OFF
BOTTLED LOTIONS

Muffler
Man
Car Care & Discount Brake Center

Starting from $351 month

www.GoPromo.com

$16 full service oil changes
Free Inspections • No Appointments Necessary • Guaranteed Lowest Prices!

(800-520-2463)

WE NOW SELL COOPER TIRES!

Floor Plans
Wireless Building
Located m the heart of downtown GR

Free Rotation & Repair for Lifetime of Tire
Out-the-Door Pricing
Standale Location Only, See store for details

oft scenety?

Lofts

fun Trendy 1 & 2 Bedroom

Affordable Downtown Living

342
W

300 Apartments & Rentals Online

check out The

Computer Lab

Men's water polo continues top
performance
The
reigning
national
championship Grand Valley State
University men’s water polo club
has continued its momentum
into the new season. The Lakers
started their season off on Aug. 26
when they finished in first at the
Hillbilly Invite in Knoxville. Tenn.
Last weekend, the Lakers grabbed
another first place finish at the
Spartan Invitational at Michigan
State University.
The team was also in action
this weekend at the Wolverine
Invitational at the University
of Michigan. Results for that
competition were not available as
of press time.

$125.00 Apartment Rebate

Itlooking \foot a change

Fitness Center

mandatory for members trying
out as it is considered a part of
the tryout process. Other fall
competitions are currently being
scheduled.

The Lofts

OTHER SERVICES AVAILABLEI
Oil changes • Belts & Hoses • Exhaust • Brakes • Front End • A/C Service
Shocks • Struts • CV Joints & Shafts • ABS Diagnostics *Tire Rotations
Front End Alignment (Standale Only) • Batteries & Charging Systems
Coolant Drain & Fill 'Transmission Fluid & Filter Services • Discounted Services

DAILY CUSTOM DUAL EXHAUST SPECIALS... Call or Stop in for estimate!

(616)234.0100

Call for Appt Today!
loftitfeenhoorn.com

w
Jtnison

7500 Main Street
457-6150

SC

M-F 8am 6pm
SAT 8am- 3pm

Standale
4181 Lk Michigan Dr.
453-2700

ODDS & ENDS
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Strange, but true
LAGOS, Nigeria (AP) - A
munfcr suapecf auuaed of killing his
bntfhcr w*h an ax u4d mveaOgHkrN
he actually aQaticd a gni. which was
inly later magically transit rmed into
his sibling's aapae, officials saal
The man, whore name was
nut released offered police his
explanataxi after bang amcsted
IUesilay m the death of his brothrc
the previous day at LsreJuku village m
*x*hon Nigeria
"He saal that the gnats woe on
las farm and he tned to chase them
away. When one wuukfci't move,
he attacked it wah an ax. He said it
then turned into his brother." Hilice
CummisKianer Udum bkpnudnm
u4d The Associated Press
Munfer suspects in Nigeria, where
many people believe in black magic.
Kvnebme* claim spirts tricked them
min killing.

MILFORD, Com. (AP) — A
man who claims he had a hoot attack
during a dispute over an ill-tittxng
hairpiece that did not match his hair
color is suing (he wig shop
Paul Lewis said he suffered a
heart attack aha refusing to pay for
a hairpiece that was nut only the
wrong sue but abo the wrong color.
He is seeking mure than $15j000 in
damages.
Lewis sued in Superior Court after
Paula 's Wig Boutique of Orange hied
a small claims action seeking $1,300
in payment for the hanprce.
Lewis claims he fell ill in
December 3004 after Paula Wood
the owner of the wig shop, threatened
to call police because he refused to
pay. court records show
Lewis told the Connecticut F\w»
that Wood sold him the hanpieue in
a daritened room and he daki’t realize
it was the wrong color until lata He
said he put a stop payment on acheck
he issued to the shop.
Wood said she has no idea why
Lewis suffered a heart attack over
the incident and added that he was
so happy with the hairpieue when he
left the shop that he "hugged me and
thanked me."
She added that her shop is bnghtly
lit and Lewis left with the hairpiece
during the day

ASPEN, Colo. (AP) — Aspen
pretygoera. beware
Ttansportaban officials have voted
lo hire a secunty firm m prerol the bus
station and late-night buses on Fridays
and Satunlays that commonly have to
take tfcunken passengers home from
Aspen
The bus service on those nights
has been inauspKiously dubbed the
"Vanit Carat"
"Due to people being pretty
intoxicated, things can get out of hand
every once in a while." said Roaring
Farit Transportation Authority CBO
Dan Blankenship
The transit authority must spend
about S21JOOO per year to deal
with unruly drunks an buses, the
tranepratatun autfanty concluded
Thuraday.
Hiring guards should allow driven
and supervisors to concentrate an
moving people instead of oopmg wah
"these crazies on the bus," said Kent
Blackirar. the authority's co-director
afoperatHK.
For seven years, cto vers have called
pobce to handle people who could not
care for themselves or posed a threat

to tfciven or other passengers
But the agency has been dealing
wah an increasing number of peipie
unable to walk, lighting and hassling
idler passengers or just plain passed
out, Blackmer saal
Transportatiisi authority board
member Gary Tcrmenhoum saal the
presence of a security guard will help
get nders to behave
"I’ve been an the Vbmit Carnet
before, and most of them aren't true
criminals." he saal 'They’re just
drunk.”

WILMINGTON. Del. (AP) - A
5-year-old buy took an unexpected
rale when the car he was in was
repiKsessed and cfciven to a car
dealership, auttatides saal
A 27-year old woman called
polar Friday morning to rcpivt that
ha car had been stolen from m front
of ha hime. and that ha son was
insale the vehale. saal county polar
spokesman CpI Tnnalad Navarro
Navarro saal the wiman had
strapped the child ink) his booster
seat, then went back insale ha home
to make a phone call.
Believing that the 1997 Saturn
most likely been nepinsessed. officers
called the dealership, where an
employee confirmed the repossess**!
but dal not know anything about the
missing child
The employee thai walked outside
and found the child crying in the back
seat of the vehicle. Navarro saal
The 56-year old repo man
was taken ink) custody but later

transpivted to Christiana Hospital
aha uxnpiaining of cheat pains The
man. whure name was nut released,
will nut face charges. Navarro saal

ANN ARBOR, Mich. (AP) - An
apparet* mu-up resulted in a lawn
care company spraying the yard of a
prominent ano-pesocale active*.
Tess Karwoski. the health
policy directi* for the Michigan
EiivmxvnaXal Council in Lansing,
saal she was on the plane Thursday
when she saw a TiuGreen ChemLawn
van parked oi font of ha home.
A uniformed man was spraying
ha yard with chemicals. The Detroit
News and the Detroit Free Press
repined
“I'm incensed that as much as
I have worked on pesticide issues
... here they arc spraying my yard,"
Karwoski saal
Karwoski saal she ran outside
and told the man to sk^) spraying
She saal anotha wirka had posted a
sign urging children and pets to stay
off the lawn just a few fed away horn
ha own sign that read "Pesticide Free
Zune."
Karwoski and company officials
saal that the spray crew showed up
because TruGreen recently acquired
a ctmpany Karwoski had hired to
aerate ha lawn and perform spnnkkr
work TruGreen said it did nothing
wrong.
But Karwoski saal she had
canceled the contract

Weekly SUDOKU
by Linda Thistle

1
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30 Glitch
31 Oty.
32 Sci-fi film
classic
34 Dandling site
35 Abominate
36 Failed to
37 Coral
creature
40 Country singer
Evans
41 Serve as a
henchman
42 Idolaters'
publications
46 Ham’s old
man
47 Lotion
additive

48 Wildebeest
49 Microbe
50 Claims,
slangily
51 Praise in
verse

cry
10 "Zounds!"
11 Michele's
high-school
pal
16 Traffic pylon
19 Suitor
20 So
DOWN
1 Ump
21 Refuses to
22 Sun problem
2 • glance
23 Does in,
3 Film with
dancing
Sopranosstyle
hippos
4 Untruthful
25 Body sci.
26 Lively dance
5 Lummoxes
6 Winter ailment 27 Congregation's
7 • Aviv
call
28 Marginalia
8 Straighten
notation
9 Auctioneer's

3

5

4

6

1

COMPLIMENTARY MOVIE PASSES!
1

8

2

Find answers on B5

3

1

6
7

Place a number in the empty boxes In such a way
that each row across, each column down and each
small 9-box square contains all of the
numbers from one to nine.

DIFFICULTY THIS WEEK: * *
★ ★ Challenging

★ ★ ★ HOO BOY!
©MOtWtt^NdkareSyfttfoai*. toe WoddtigMsreorevrei

_________ Find answers on B5________

30 Trade
33 Beat
34 Te Kanawa of
opera fame
36 Stupefies
37 Throe
38 Reed
instrument
39 Archie
Bunker's
creator
40 Uppity sort
42 Craze
43 “The
Greatest"
44 Conclusion
45 Seek
restitution

C 2006 King heMmti Synd . Inc

9

3

★ Moderate

ACROSS
1 U K. fliers
4 Hay storage
site
8 Addict
12 Greek vowel
13 "Boola Boola’
venue
14 “Fuhgeddaboudit!’
15 Imaginary
17 Silent one
18 A whole lot
19 Pal
20 Nasality
22 No stay-athome
24 Firetruck
necessity
25 Forage
plants
29 Numerical

1

7
3

3

5

2

6

4

6
8

4

2

9

3
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INVITE YOU AND A GUEST TO A SPECIAL SCREENING!
SEAN PENN
JUDE LAW
KATE WINSLET
AMI S GANDOLFINI

MjDL

MAf !K RUFFALO

PATRCIA CLARKSON
ANTHONY HOPKINS,

-The Original, Most Popular-

COLLEGE NIGHT
Wednesdays, 9:30PM-Midnight

Glow-in-the-Dark Bowling

3 Games of Bowling

&Shoe Rental Only $6.°!L<-,.
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Draft*

Sam* SyMam
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THE RRST 75 PEOPLE TO STOP BY THE LANTHORN NEWSPAPER OFFICE
WITH A VAUD STUDENT I.D., WILL WIN A PASS GOOD FOR TWO I
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MARKETPLACE

ANNOUNCEMENTS

EMPLOYMENT

Don't let the cost of books
weigh you down. Let Brian's
Books save you money on your
new and used textbooks. Ask
an upperclassman, Brian's Is
the better bookstore. Located
across from the water tower on
Allendale campus and on Fulton
Street near downtown Grand
Raprds campus.

Bartenders wanted Up to
$250/Day. No Experience nec
essary. Training provided Age
18^ Okay. Call 1 -800-965-6520
ext. 226

Do you like to go bowling?
Every Wednesday from 9:30
pm-12midnight. Fairlanes hosts
College Night. 3 games plus
shoes for just $6.00! Also, there
are many drink and food spe
cials. Bring friends for a great
night out! 3335 Fairlanes Ave.,
Grandville 616-534-6038
FREE
CLASSIFIEDS
FOR
QVSU STUDENTS. FACULTY,
AND STAFF. TWO INSER
TIONS PER
ORDER,
26
WORDS OR LESS, SUBJECT
TO QVL APPROVAL. MUST
ORDER
THROUGH GVSU
E-MAIL VIA LANTHORN.COM
WEBSITE. CLICK ON
‘‘CLASSIFIEDS” UNDER
“FEATURES" AND FOLLOW
DIRECTIONS. IF YOU HAVE
QUESTIONS CALL 331-2460.

PERSONALS
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Have

The Grand Valley Lan thorn is
looking for illustrators for spe
cial protects and political car
toons. $25 to $100 per protect
Bring samples of work to 100
Commons. Call for an appoint
ment. 331-2464

IW^sell?

FOR SALE
EVISU GENES Discount Prices
on superb Quality Jeans (start
ing at $65!) Regular Pnce $300,
Hot, Call Moms Wilson O
(313)690-5443
or
wilsonmoOstudent.gvsu.edu

HOUSING
Apartments and House down
town Grand Rapids. 1, 2. or 3
bedrooms $350. $400. $600
good credit no pets. 874-7186.
430-0651
Looking for a place to live next
fall? Campus View Apartments
and Townhomes offers you the
closest off-campus housing for
a great pnce. Now leasing for
2007-2008. Stop by the leasing
office or call 616-895-6678

ROOMMATES
Roommate male/female. Close
to zoo. One block from bus
route. 4 bedroom house. Clean,
dishwasher, washer/dryer. $350
+ utilities. (616)460-4150

SERVICES
Laundry drop off - reasonable,
across from Grand Valley
J616|89^896 ^^^^^

WANTED
OPPORTUNITIES
CONGRATULATIONS
BIRTHDAYS
EMPLOYMENT
Athletic and Outgoing- Grow
ing company seeking 5 moti
vated outgoing individuals with
interest in sports and health and
wellness. Will train, flexible, and
pert
time.
Call
soon
616-554-1319
Campaign Intern: Earn $7/hr.
doing door to door political
work. Call Bill at 231-286-8724
Mystery Shoppers. Earn up to
$150 per day. Exp. not required
Undercover shoppers needed
to judge retail and dining estab
lishments Call 800-722-4791
Entry
level rep. Good starling pay.
flexible schedules, customer
sales/service. no experience
necessary Call ASAP 241-6303
PART

TIME

INCOME

Off Campus Housing- starting
at $280.00/month. 2 bedroom.
1 bath. Price includes utilities
except electnc. Optional den.
Call Cottonwood Forest Condomlnkjma 0616-457-3714
Country Place Apartments and
Hillcrest Townhomes offer a
great location and even better
pnce for students. Now offenng
free internet and cable for
2007-2008 Stop by the leasing
office or call 616-895-6060. It's
only a bus nde away!

COMPLIMENTARY MOVIE PASSES!

l,inthorn

New Homes for sale 1/2 mile
from GVSU. 1275 sq.ft. Ranch
3 bedrooms. 2 full baths, deck,
lower level for additional 4th
bedroom 3rd bath and large
family room $156,900. Other
homes and buikkng sites
available.
Call M. Kooster
293-0806
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0-2417 River Hill Or (4A mile* W of Standaie on M-45)
Open 1-7, Closed Sunday

(414)477-1525

Always fresh homegrown produce

jackass
nurnber®

INTERNSHIPS
Job, Internships. & friendships
Join the team that produces the
Grand Valley Lanthorn and
lanthom.com!

MOTMANS
Orchards & Farm Market

Mje i He

INVITE YOU AND A GUEST
TO A SPECIAL SCREENING

Allendale. Share nice duplex. 2
finished floors, walking distanceto
downtown
busline
Non-smoking, (grad student
preferred) $425/mon. ♦ half utili
ties 616-892-5466

'

I TANNING CENTTRS

[ MARKETPLACE

House for Sale $112.000. Min
utes from downtown, GVSU.
parks, shopping. 3 bedrooms.
1.5 baths. 2 car garage, private
fenced yard. Central air. newer
appliances.
Wood
floors
throughout. Basement ready to
be finished for extra rooms.
1142 Veto NW. Call 634-6552
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Take a look in

The first SO people to stop by the tinthorn Newspaper Ofhce with a vaM
student 1.8. wtfwmjpjss good hr two* No purchase necessary One pass
per person (mpioyees of promotional partners are not ehgiNe tow*

OPEN

WEDNESDAY
September 6*

All GV Students Receive 10% Off
purchases of 'S00 or more.
Must present college ID

MOTIMffS

OPENS IN THEATRES SEPTEMBER 22N0.
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Allendale (East) 895-9045
Allendale (West) 895-5177
Hudsonville 662-3907
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3 Tans$9 | unlimited

Who wants you
hired or rejected
based on
your skin color?

9e

Limit one per customer Expires 06?M» !

..................................................... {

Accept the challenge.

Go to

^ RaceFreeZone.com

(paid for by Race Free /one.652 N. Vdiim.Oiowi. Ml
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Michelle Pawlak, A6E Editor
artselanthorn.com

'Black Dahlia'
murder is too
complex for
silver screen

CMrtMy ot IMvhmI SmiM
Acting out: Cop Dwight Bi«»cheft
Uo»h Hartnett) talks to his partner's
girlfriend Kay Lake (Scarlett
Johansson) m 'The Black Dahlia.*
whKh opened on Friday

By John Faawp
GVL Stqff Writer

Brian De Palma is one of
Hollywood’s biggest mysteries.
He is an even bigger mystery
than tus latest weak ‘The Black
Dahlia."
Adapted tram James Elboy’s
novel the story foUows two Los
Angeles cops who attempt to
track down the killer in a brutal
murder case Elizabeth Short an
aspiring actress, was abducted
and tortured beyond recognition
Her head was put in a vise, her
organs removed and her mouth
w as extended from ear to ear
with a sharp knife. The case
eventually became known as the
Black Dahlia murder.
De Palma, always an the
fringe of being an inventive
genius and a complete lunabc.
tries to fade, copy, imitate and
shadow his way into molding a
distinct 1940s him — endlessly
noir and intentionally campy .
His direct influences are
rampant throughout the two hour
tunning time, and he makes no
effort to disguise them Billy
Wilder. Orson Welles and Alfred
Hitchcock are all used tn what
can only be described as an
experiment It doesn’t waric
Dwight “Bucky" Bleichert
(Josh Hartnett) and his partner
Lee Blanchard (Aaron Bekhan)
worked side by side for a long
time. Blanchard helped Bleichert
get promoted in the precinct,
and ever smcc, they have been
attached at the hip. Even when
it comes to romance, they
share the same love interest.
The stunning blond Kay
Lake (Scarien Johansson) b
reminiscent of Rita Hayworth.
Ava Ganfcer and other black and
white starlets from the era. There
isn't some gossip tilled drama
over her either Blanchard is
almost accepting of the fact that
his girlfriend has two boyfriends.
The real dkama begins when
Blanchard starts his obsession
with the Black Dahlia case. His
inability to crack it transfirms
his personality from smooth and
charming to violent and volatile.
None of the plot details are
much of a concern to De Palma,
as he bobs and weaves his way
through the story so he can focus
on stylizing his dream project to
an endless degree.
De Palma’s classic film
"Scarface" worked because the
story was simple and the casting
was spot-on ‘The Black Dahlia’’
is anything but simple, and De
Palma desperately needs an A1
Pacino or a Michelle Pfeiffer, not
Josh Hartnett
Hartnett is not a bad actor, but
he lacks the gritty verbose nature
that is inherent in the Russell
Crowes, Robert DeNiros and
Marion Brandos of the world.
IVrhaps the most mystifying
aspect of this project is why De
Palma would choose such dense
and complex source material
fir a movie that he could have
made with any number of itfher
novels Instead, he ones to copy
the magic from the book directly
into the screen and we end up
with a film that tries to be loo
smart for its own good.
literary devices should only
be used for literature, and De
Palma seems to have fogotten
this simple rule akng the way
He attempts to patch the plot,
climax and resnlutxn together in
one fell swoop when it probably
took EJln a WO pages of
dreader development to do the
same thing How does De Palma
expect to do the story, forget
the novel justice m such a short
period of taut0 He doesn't, and
what the audmet is left with b
a whole Id of rra^iaced talent
The film was smpty pul >i the
wrong harvfc at the wrong time
The Black Dahlia"
opened Riday and b rated R
for violence, nudity and harsh
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Locals hear their Call for Art
The Women’s Center
will hold a reception to
feature artists whose
work is displayed at GV
By Michelle Pawlak
GVL A&E Editor

The Grand Valley Stale University
Women’s Center will celebrate its fifth
annual Call for Art this Wednesday during
the Fall Semester 2006 Art Opening.
“We have a lot of people come in and
notice our artwork.” said Ashley Nickels,
community
outreach
and
volunteer
coordinator for the Women's Center. “This
is an opportunity to meet the artists and
hear then inspirations and what motivated
them.”
To represent women’s experiences.
Nickels said the pieces chosen to be displayed
range in mediums, including pottery, jewelry,
quilt work and other hanging pieces.

The artwork selected was submitted
in response to last February ’s Call for Art.
The call was open to all artists. Kith formal
and informal, that were connected to the
Women's Center or GVSU. Nickels said.
A panel of staff members, students.
Women’s Center representatives and
members of the GVSU art department
evaluated the art and selected which pieces
would hang in the Women's Center for the
2006-2007 academic year, she added
Nickels said the artwork was displayed
during the summer, but the Women's Center
decided to hold the reception in the fall so
more students would be able to anend.
“(The reception) is an opportunity to
check out the Women’s Center as well as
meet the artists.” she said “It’s more of a
cultural experience, a great way to meet
people and network and just see the different
pieces.”
The Call for Art will include artwork
from GVSU students Elise Venia. Hankondo
Sibalwa. Sarah VanOtterloo. Amanda
Dinkel, Paula Rubingh and Brenu Merkle.
alumni Aneka Vanderhill Jenn Schaub

and Mary Lamson-Burke. as well as staff
member Debbie Morrow and Professor
Valerie Peterson.
As a GVSU senior and ceramics major.
Verna said she submitted her metalsmith
work in hopes of expanding her resume
“I think it’s good to display your work
in a few different areas on campus." Venia
said. “I haven't been too involved with the
Women’s Center, but I think it is a very good
organization to have on campus ... I wanted
to be a part of that.”
She hopes her artwork will stimulate the
minds of those looking at it and help deepen
their understanding about other fields of art.
she added.
“I hope (people) get a seasc that the art
and jewelry fields are not just craft, they go
beyond that and push boundaries and limits,"
Venia said.
Schaub said she encourages all artists to
participate in this year's event.
“1 think artists in the community and
on campus need to make the time, take the
chance and (be) part of (their) community."
she said. “I was really happy to have been

given that chance.”
She decided to enter her work in the Call
for Art because it met the Women's Center’s
requirement of relating to the female life,
Schaub said.
“A fot of the work I’ve been doing the past
few years has to do with my life. job. home
life and public life ” she said. "My work is
pretty much all about me. and I happen to
be a chick."
The goal for the reception is to celebrate
the artists, artwork, “the diversity of
women's experiences" and give the GVSU
community the chance to interact with the
artists. Nickels said.
"One of the ways we are able to celebrate
our mission of the Women’s Center — to
create a GVSU community that promotes
and supports the present and future success
of women students — is through celebrating
the diversity of women, and our art pnigram
is an esthetic expression of that." she added.
The reception will take place Wednesday
in the Women’s Center from 1 to 2 p.m. and
Is open to the public

Poet to bring South African insight to GVSU
By Leslie Perales
GVL Staff Writer

Standing up to an opposing
force can be difficult, especially
if it is one’s own government
— but that is exactly what aw ard
winning poet Ingrid de Kok did
Originally from South Africa,
de Kok will read her poetry at
Grand Valley State University
today.
The excerpts will come from
her three published books of
poetry, which include ‘Terrestrial
Things" in 2002. ’Transfer" in
1997 and "Familiar Ground”
in 1988 Many of her poems

focus on apartheid, the racial
segregation enforced by the South
African government.
“She explores, in a quiet and
gntty sort of way. through this
particular mode — the personal
lyric — questions of great
national and international global
significance as well as personal
subjective concerns like one’s
identity." said David Alvarez,
an English department professor
who helped get de Kok to speak
at GVSU.
In the late 1980s. Alvarez said
it was rare to see many writers
speaking out against apartheid
. in South Africa. While she uses
national and global issues as

inspiration. Alvarez said de Kok
also writes poems people can
relate to on a personal level about
what it is to be human.
“I think most of us can relate
to other people from other
countries in particular if we know
something about what makes
them human.” Alvarez, said.
“If they reveal to us what it’s •
like to be a daughter, what it's
like to be a mother, then there's
that immediate spark of human
sympathy."
de Kok was bom and raised in
South Africa, w here she earned
her two bachelor's degrees. She
stayed there until 1977 when she
emigrated to Canada. Following

her move, she earned her master’s
degree in English from Queen’s
University in Kingston. She then
returned to South Africa in 1984
and is currently an associate
professor for the Centre for ExtraMural Studies at the University of
Cape Town.
de Kok received three awards
in the past seven years for her
work, the Carapace/SnailPrcss
Poetry Prize, the Dalro Poetry
Aw ard and the Herman Charles
Bosman Aw ard for English
Literature.
Alvarez said he hopes those
attending the event who do not
already love poetry will find they
can understand, comprehend and

enjoy it.
“She’s personally charming
and so is her poetry.” he added.
“It’s brief. It’s written in a
language that any reasonably
educated person can understand.
It’s not obscure.”
The event is sponsored by the .
departments of English, African
American studies, writing, history,
women and gender studies as
well as the Women’s Center. The
poetry reading will be today at
4:30 p.m. in room 215/216 of the
Kirkhof Center on the Allendale
Campus. A reception with South
African food will follow.
For more information on the •
event, call (616) 331-3581.
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